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1. Introduction 

1.1. Problem Assessment 

Romania is one of the south-eastern European countries in the transition from a 

communistic planned economy with a politically totalitarian society to a now free 

economy with a democratic, multi-party political system. After the revolution of 

December 1989, which removed Ceausescu from power, the relations between 

Romania and EU quickly intensified. Here are some highlights, which illustrate 

the progress: Romania established diplomatic ties with the European Union in 

1990. In 1995, the bilateral Europe Trade and Co-operation Agreement entered 

into force. On 15 February 2000 the official membership negotiations started. In 

May 2004, Romania became a full member of NATO. The country's Accession 

Treaty was signed on 25April 2005.1  

This strong progress on the political front is also documented in a number of re-

ports, most recently in the annual Progress Report issued in May 2006, which 

states: “Romania fulfils the political criteria for EU membership.”2 

Also on the economical side, Romania is developing to a functioning market 

economy3. Romania has broadly maintained macroeconomic stability and ad-

vanced structural reforms. Adaptation to and implementation of EU-standards has 

made big progress. Romania has reached a considerable degree of alignment with 

the acquis of the European Union. 

The Romanian market has become extremely attractive to international compa-

nies, which triggered a sheer boom, over the past years. Foreign companies appre-

ciate the conditions they find in Romania:  

                                                 
1 http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/eu-romania-relations/article-129587 [18.9.2006]. 
2 http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexplus!prod!CELEXnumdoc&lg=en&numdoc=506
DC0214 [18.9.2006]. 
3 http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexplus!prod!CELEXnumdoc&lg=en&numdoc=506
DC0214 [18.9.2006]. 
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- qualified staff at still low labour-costs (~7% of the ones in EU154) 

- (partially) well functioning infrastructure,  

- favourable geographical position 

- interesting sources for raw-materials at low costs. 

Foreign direct investments (FDI’s) and consequently consumer spending are the 

main economic drivers, both showing impressive, two-digit growth rates (~10%-

15% p.a..)5 

With the abolition of trade-barriers with the West, the export volume shifted from 

East towards the West and also grew in absolute terms. While 1991 Romania’s 

exports to EU constituted 37% of their total, this number more then doubled to 

~75% by 2005. A similar trend and magnitude can be observed with respect to 

Romania’s imports from EU.6  

Overall, the integration of the Romanian economy into the global, but more so 

into the European Union market, is progressing well! The involvement of Aus-

trian companies plays a significant role, in this respect. 

4.000 Austrian companies have invested ~8 billions Euros in Romania7. The larg-

est investments came from OMV (Oil) and Erste-Bank (Banking). Austrian com-

panies are market-leaders in the sectors: oil, beer, sugar, packaging, insurance and 

banking. 8 

In spite of economic progress and of real economic development potential (GDP 

increase for 2006 estimated to 5,6%9), Romania must win the final political sup-

port of the current Member States. As second largest Central European state after 

                                                 
4 Average hourly labour costs [Euro], defined as total labour costs divided by the corresponding 
number of hours worked; 2004: Romania: 1,76 Euro. EU-15: 24,02;  EU-25: 21,22 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=1996,39140985&_dad=portal&_schema=PO
RTAL&screen=detailref&language=en&product=Yearlies_new_population&root=Yearlies_new_pop
ulation/C/C4/C43/dbb10000 [18.9.2006]. 
5 CEE-Report Nr.2/06 by the BA/CA p.1. 
6 XPLICIT – Investitionsleitfaden Rumänien; 2. Auflage, Jänner 2006, BA-CA, p.9. 
7 http://portal.wko.at/wk/format_detail.wk?AngID=1&StID=272482&BrID=&DstID=0 [18.9.2006]. 
8 XPLICIT – Investitionsleitfaden Rumänien; 2. Auflage, Jänner 2006, BA-CA, p.8. 
9 CEE-Report Nr.2/06 by the BA/CA p.1. 
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Poland, Romania will rank upon accession 7th amongst the 27 EU Member States 

both in terms of population (22.3 mio.10) and political power (14 votes in the 

Council of Ministers and 33 members in the European Parliament11). One may be 

tempted to compare the upcoming role of Romania in this 2nd wave of EU-

integration with the role of Poland in the 1st wave; at least with respect to political 

and economical factors. 

Austrian managers working with Romanians or in Romania have gained large, 

valuable experiences in the successful communication and integration-processes. 

The general knowledge of ´average Austrians´ about Romanians unfortunately is 

much lesser developed. Similarly, Romania remains relatively unknown to the 

broad European public, with only mixed conceptions about Romania and its citi-

zens. 

Globalization is enhancing, various standards are becoming internationally rele-

vant (DIN, ISO, IAS, CE, Roaming, ,..). Europe is growing. – But our knowledge 

often lacks behind the waves of enlargement. The knowledge of national peculi-

arities and traditions, to understand their heritage and background, to come to 

grips with them are key-success factors for international co-operations and/or 

joint-ventures. Managers must overcome the conflict between the desire to im-

plement internationally valid corporate standards and the need to act locally in 

terms of organizational structures, -set-up, leadership-style or marketing ap-

proaches. 

Though there is a clear trend visible towards an internationally valid understand-

ing of management, research suggests, that still 25-30% of behaviour patterns and 

attitudes of mangers remains to be depending on cultural heritage.12 It can be ob-

served, that it is often due to these cultural factors, that investments – such as ac-

                                                 
10http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=1996,39140985&_dad=portal&_schema=P
OR-
TAL&screen=detailref&language=de&product=Yearlies_new_population&root=Yearlies_new_popul
ation/C/C1/C11/caa10000 [18.9.2006]. 
11 11 http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/eu-romania-relations/article-129587 [18.9.2006]. 
12 Vgl. Wilk (2005) p.9. 
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quisition of local manufacturers or joint ventures – fail to deliver the expected re-

sults and/or end up to be written off as failures.  

The way how cultural differences between companies and the people involved are 

handled can be looked upon as key-success factors in international organiza-

tions.13 

Failures, which are due to the neglect of cultural differences, may have various 

causes: It can be simply ignorance, that cultural factors are playing a critical role. 

It may be due to the lack of awareness which cultural differences are involved. If 

cultural differences are actually noticed and identified, there may be still a lack of 

expertise on how to deal with existing differences. 

People live with a set of believes, expectations, values and behaviour patterns, 

which are strongly influenced on their cultural and social heritage.14 Conflicts 

may arise if people of different cultural heritage meet, interact and believe, that 

their behaviour patterns are valid for and known to the other person. They meas-

ure their opponent’s behaviour against their own expectations, beliefs and their set 

of values. In other cases, behaviour-patterns and/or reactions of people may be 

misinterpreted or may not be understandable, giving cause for alienation, help-

lessness and/or embarrassment. 

How people are driven or motivated, the hierarchical elements, the level of self-

motivation and self-initiative or people’s attitude against responsibilities, all these 

imply certain behavioural patterns and reactions, which may give reason for con-

flict during interactions by people (i.e. managers) of different cultures. As Aviel 

points out: “It would be much easier to adapt to a foreign culture if one could 

´deprogram´ oneself so one has no expectations…”15 

In the context of this research, it may therefore be valid to assume, that intercul-

tural conflicts may arise, if Austrian managers attempt to put their management 

                                                 
13 Vgl. Hofstede (2005), p.2; vgl Gugler (1992) p.93. 
14 Vgl. Chapter 2. 
15 Aviel (1990), p.17. 
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style upon their Romanian colleagues, without validating the compatibility of 

their values and believes, which are involved in the interaction process. 

This study will provide the Western – especially Austrian – manager and/or busi-

ness leader with a deeper understanding, in order to prepare him or her for the dif-

ferences, reasons and the background of business cultures, he/she will be crossing, 

when working in that country. Understanding the background and reason for cul-

tural differences is the first step towards tolerance and appreciation of others. 

The historical and sociological roots of Romanian characteristics and peculiarities, 

which will be identified in the process of this research, will be explained in depth. 

Profound and broad knowledge about the people, their culture and society will 

provide the reader with the opportunity of actually winning his/her partner’s heart. 

1.2. Research Objective 

This study aims at identifying risks for intercultural conflicts between Austrian 

and Romanian Managers. Based on the findings – especially on the needs and ex-

pectations of Romanian Managers – suitable measures will be suggested to pre-

vent potential conflicts. In order to develop those suitable measures, it will be 

necessary to examine the extents to which Romanian managers have already 

changed and adapted their culturally determined behaviour and expectations to the 

ones of the new political, economical and sociological environment. 

This study builds on the work conducted by Hagemann (2000)16. As that study is 

several years old – the fieldwork was conducted in late 1997 / early 1998 –  this 

new investigation, here, will look into the progress and changes since then. Fur-

thermore, while Hagemann has been looking at the potential conflicts between 

German vs. Romanian managers, this investigation is looking at Austrians vs. 

Romanians. 

                                                 
16 Hagemann, H.: Die Diagnose und Handhabung interkultureller Konfliktpotentiale und Konflikte in 
deutschen Tochtergesellschaften und Joint-Ventures in Rumänien. Dissertation an der Otto-
Friedrich-Universität Bamberg, 2000. 
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With its focus on the research of intercultural management and leadership-aspects 

and the interaction between different cultures, this study can be characterized as a 

intercultural one..17 

Built on the theoretical model and the description of the cultural characteristics, 

this research deals with the key-issues:  

• Which cultural characteristics in managemnt and communication 

between Austrian and Romanian managers in particular are the ones, 

which can empirically be observed now? 

• Which of them can potentially give reason for intercultural conflicts? 

• How do cultural characteristics and potential for conflicts differ with 

age of the people, who are working together? 

• Has the ‘cultural time lag’ been reduced compared to the ‘Expected 

Value’ and compared to Hagemann’s result? - How do the new data 

compare to Hagemann’s findings? 

• Suggest suitable measures to prevent potential conflicts. 

 

What this study does not cover is the aspect of how one culture e.g. affects man-

agement in a given country. This work also does not compare the management 

styles in various cultures, with their similarities or differences.18 

1.3. Scientific Design 

Chapter 2 outlines the theoretical foundation of the study.  

As culture constitutes a corner stone, the starting point is to define culture in the 

context of this topic and to describe how culture is influencing the emergence of 

different sets of values, believes and expectations.  

                                                 
17 Vgl v. Keller (1982), p. 26. 
18 Vgl. Holzmüller (1995), p. 66. 
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By investigating the interaction between culture and society one can observe the 

extent to which culture adapts itself (over time) to changing conditions in the so-

ciological framework. Obviously, this is of high importance, given the transition-

phase, in which Romania finds itself since and during the last 17 years. 

If one assumes, that culture does indeed steer people’s behaviour-patterns, be it in 

the interaction with others or be it reflected in their self-image and self-

positioning within an organization. Consequently, it must be investigated to what 

degree this is valid and how relevant culture is as a managerial factor. 

Chapter 3 describe the theoretical model which will be applied in this investiga-

tion and which is expected to visualize the extent to which the cultural pre-

conditioning of Romanian managers influences their managerial and organiza-

tional behaviour. 

Following what has been described in the chapter above, it can be assumed, that 

Romanians have adapted to and incorporated the behaviour, which was suitable in 

the environment of the communistic planned economy and totalitarian one-party-

rule. In the same way as people have adapted and optimized their behaviour to the 

former environment, they will (have to) change to the changed settings, deter-

mined by the capitalistic and democratic framework. It can be seen as an ongoing, 

evolutionary process of optimization. – Whoever is fastest to adapt in the optimal 

way, will be among the winners. 

Built on this theoretical model, Chapter 4 will lead to the question: which cultural 

characteristics of Austrian and Romanian managers in particular are the ones, 

which potentially give reason for intercultural conflicts? It will be necessary and 

interesting to have a closer, investigative look at the question: How far have the 

cultural characteristics remained rigidly entrenched in what has been learned un-

der the old (political and economical) regime and how far it has already been 

adapted to the new rules. 

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the empirical part of the investigation. Here, the empiri-

cal approach is described.  
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Chapter 6 will describe and interpret the findings and give insight into the areas of 

potential conflicts. It will also point out, where changes and adaptation in the be-

haviour and ways of interaction can be observed. Where appropriate, it will out-

line suggestions on corrective actions on how cultural conflicts can be avoided. 

Chapter 7 closes with conclusions and an outlook. 
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2. Culture, Society and Management 

2.1. Definitions of Culture 

Depending on the focus of research and the angle from which one approaches this 

term, one can find numerous definitions of culture. All the disciplines - arts, econ-

omy, psychology, medicine, law, anthropology, sociology, etc. – have some spe-

cific understandings and definitions of what culture means to them. 

Already back in year 1952, Kroeber and Kluckhohn have counted 150 different 

definitions of the term culture.19 The American psychologist Harry Triandis 

writes: “By culture I mean the human made part of the environment.”20  

Hofstede defines culture as collective, “mental programming of the mind”.21 In 

his view, culture is a collective consciousness, which is different for each (socio-

logical) group of people. Through this different programming, people distinguish 

each other. Hofstede writes: “There are no genes to carry culture. Culture is the 

unwritten book with rules of the social game, which is passed on to newcomers by 

its members, nesting itself in their minds. … They deal with the basic issues of 

human social life”22. They help to find orientation within societies and in life. 

Thomas defines culture as “a universal phenomenon. All people live in a specific 

culture and develop it further.” 23 Culture structures a specific environment, which 

reaches from (created and used) objects, to institutions, ideas and values.” Culture 

manifests itself always through a set and system of orientation, which is unique to 

a nation, society, organization or group. This system of orientation consists of 

specific symbols, f.e. language, mimic, dress-code  and  clothes,  (welcome-) ritu-

als. One generation passes this system on to the next one. Culture influences the 

                                                 
19 Vgl. Thomas / Kinast  / Schroll-Machl (2003); p. 21. 
20 Triandis (1989); p. 306. 
21 Vgl. Hofstede  (2005), p. 4. 
22 Hofstede . (2005), p. 36. 
23 Thomas (2003), p. 22. 
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values, the perception, thinking, behaviour of all group-members. This (culture-) 

specific system gives and limits the ´room for movement´ for a society. 

Culture includes a very wide spectrum of things, which mankind produces – such 

as tools and objects, etc. – but also values, ideas, perceptions, languages or phi-

losophies. One may never be totally happy with any definition, because it may not 

be possible to comprehensively define and describe all the aspects of ´culture´. 

“Everybody looks at the world from behind the windows of a cultural home, and 

everybody prefers to act as if people from other countries have something special 

about them (a national character) but home is normal. Unfortunately there is no 

normal position in cultural matter.”24 

If – however – one narrows this spectrum and looks at culture in a more narrow, 

operational sense and focuses on those aspects, which are relevant for the interac-

tion of people from different cultures, then culture can be defined as the system of 

values, which orientate people’s behaviour and approach to the environment. 25  

2.2. Dimensions of Culture: Perceptas, Konceptas vs. History 
and Religion. 

Osgood distinguishes two levels of cultures: the perceptible (visible, audible,…) 

level, quasi ´above the line´ which is called “Perceptas”, and the not-perception 

level (´below the line´), called “Konceptas”26. 

The tangible expressions of culture, empirically observables and the material mat-

ter (such as clothing, artefacts, architecture, technology, music) belong to “Per-

ceptas”. Also, language, habits and traditions etc. are expressions of a social cul-

ture and as such also part of “Perceptas”. These elements of the in-material, social 

culture are recognizable by ´outsiders´, however difficult to understand or inter-

                                                 
24 Hofsteed (2005) p.363. 
25 Vgl. Giddens (1998) p. 582. 
26 Vgl. Osgood (1951), p. 211. 
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pret they may be. Deeper understanding and interpretation of a society’s culture is 

only possible through the understanding of people’s history.27 

KONZEPTAS

material culture
in-material / social 

culture
mental culture

f.e.: such as clothing, 
artifacts, architecture, 

technology, music

f.e. language, habits, 
traditions, social 

structure

collectively shared 
values, norms and 

attitudes

CULTURE
PERCEPTAS

 = tangible expressions of culture; 
empirically observable

Table 1. Perceptas vs. Konceptas as dimensions of culture as described by Osgood. 

In a process of transmission and learning, it is not simply the historical facts, 

which matter so much. – The pure, historical facts are commonly perceived and 

interpreted very differently by each individual or group, depending on ones inter-

ests, experiences and personal view. The ´public opinion´ or the ´published opin-

ion´, the newspapers, the literature, the teachers or schoolbooks transmit and in-

terpret historical developments and facts.28 Over time and within a generation, the 

content of this message can change and with it, the people’s shared beliefs, values 

and behaviours, i.e. the people’s culture.29 

For example: Most peoples of South-East-Europe have lived under foreign rule 

for several centuries. During this time, they developed a very strong sense of pride 

and patriotism. They learned to deal with frequently changing rulers and have 

learned to escape or avoid the (often) ´iron fist´ of their rulers. 

Because they could not take their destiny in their own hands, local elites and lead-

ers did not develop. The lack of such elites still impacts on today, as the identity 

                                                 
27 Vgl. Thomas (1996); p.62. 
28 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982) p.44. 
29 Vgl. Thomas / Kinast / Schroll-Machl (2003); p.23. 
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and self-esteem of Civil Servants and Politicians is weak and their image low.30 – 

Peoples of South-East-Europe develop a sense of inferiority against the Western 

world. A perfect example for this is the term ´Balkans´, itself. ´Balkans´ stands for 

´backward´, ´inferior´, ´subordinate´ etc.31 People of almost every country in 

South-East-Europe (i.e. South and East of Austria; except for Bulgaria, with the 

Balkan-Mountains on its territory) think the Balkans start eastwards of their coun-

try.  

Oneself however is part of the western, more civilized, European world. Every-

thing that comes from the West is superior compared to things, trends, people of 

local or more eastern heritage. This mind setting has centuries of tradition. 32 

Apart from history, religion contributes most to culture. Religion is very relevant, 

because it strongly determines people’s motives, ethics; the shared believes and 

values.33 Religion is a motivator, creator and transmitter for customs and arte-

facts.34 For Romania this is very valid, given its distinguished position as a society 

with (in its far majority) orthodox religion and Latin origin. 

When applying the concept of “Perceptas” and “Konzeptas” to the Romanian so-

ciety it is worth highlighting: 

1.) the country’s ethnic diversity 

2.) its Latin roots, surrounded by Slavic peoples. 

3.) it being the only country with Latin-based language and orthodox religion 

4.) an important historical facts, which impact far into the presence is, that 

Transylvania (i.e. the part west of the Carpathian Mountains) has been ex-

posed to both the Ottoman’s and later the Habsburg Empire and their legis-

lative and administrative systems. – Until independency in the 19th century, 

                                                 
30 Vgl. Hemmo (2001) p. 32. 
31 Vgl. Todorova (1999) p. 63. 
32 Vgl. Glass (1999), p. 33. 
33 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982) p.215. 
34 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982), p.173;  vgl. Winter, G. in Thomas, A. / Kinast, E. / Schroll-Machl, S. (2003); 
p.150. 
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the Eastern part of the country – in contrast – has for 5 centuries been ruled 

by Ottoman’s. 

5.) More recent historical events impact on the countries identity strongly, too: 

a.) The communist past under Ceausescu totalitarian ´iron fist´ and its desire 

(following the Chinese example and as was the case in Albania) to make the 

country self-sufficient and completely autonomous from outside.35 It is im-

pressive to observe now the country’s ´hunger´ for international involvement 

and engagement, its openness against the West and foreign investors.  

b.) The successful revolution of 1989, which was triggered and carried out 

by forces within the society and which successfully terminated Ceausescu’s 

regime, the communistic period and the political dependency on Soviet Un-

ion is nutrient to a strong self-confidence of Romanian people36. 

“Konceptas” is formed through the forces of “Perceptas” and comprises the col-

lectively shared values, norms and attitudes. The “Konceptas” consists of those 

cultural elements, which are less obvious, less visible and yet more difficult to 

´decode´. – These are the learned ´good behavioural standards´, the shared mo-

tives, believes and attitudes, which steer people’s perceptions and reactions, 

which trigger motives and priorities. These determine the thinking-process: ´how 

someone is wired´. Usually they are the ´hidden´ or potential causes for conflicts. 

People from different cultures may interpret – may decode – the same impression 

(or experience) in a very different manner; though both with a firm believe of 

´truth´ and feeling that they are right. As culture is learned locally, under local 

conditions, there is no genuinely ´right culture´ or ´wrong culture´. 

The better, more accurately one ´decodes´, the smoother, friction-less will be the 

communications with the other culture. In the context of this study, the evolution 

and development of the “Konceptas” will be observed and studied. 

                                                 
35 The “People’s Palace”, in Bucharest, the worlds second largest building, after the Pentagon is a 
symbol and proof for this temporarily successful strive. 
36 Lecture on “Das politische System Rumäniens” by DDr. Paul Ullmann at the Diplomatisch Aka-
demie; 31.03.2005. 
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2.3. How Culture is Transmitted and Changing over Time 

 “Through its anchoring in traditions and habits, culture is always passed on from 

one social group, respectively its members, to the other and is – as such – not de-

pending on the continued existence of an individual: through tradition, culture can 

be learned by all members of a social group. Culture is thus learned in a process 

of ´inculturisation´. The transmission of culture does not solely happen in a verbal 

way but also through specific symbols, such as literature, art and language. Cul-

ture thus serves as regulatory system, which steers the behaviour of each member 

in a social group through relatively, homogeneous values, norms, rules and codes 

of conduct. Thus, they have certain methods and techniques available, in order to 

solve their daily problems and their social needs. As the members of a social 

group adapt their values and behaviour-patterns to the environment, they conform 

to the changing conditions surrounding them. Culture is not rigid, but can be seen 

as conformable.“37– This is a key-issue in the context of this research because:  

If Romanians adapt their values and behaviour-patterns to the environment, they 

will (gradually) change their (organizational) behaviour, which they have learned 

under the communistic regime and economy and adapt it to the new needs and 

changed conditions in the free-market-economy. The dynamics behind this are 

discussed in more detail in the following chapter (2.4.).  

Over time, the variables in the Romanian culture, which are learned and imitated 

and which are ´free to flow´ will also change with the surrounding conditions. 

The important key-words to remember are:  

• shared behaviours.  This is the point of observation in the empirical part of 

this research 

• that members of society use to cope with …one another This too, will be 

observed 

• transmitted …through learning: Culture is not genetically ´encoded´ but 

passed on from generation to generation. Culture is constantly under pres-

                                                 
37 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982), p. 118. 
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sure to change and adopt. These influences are triggered through changes 

in the society’s environment. In the case of Romania (within this research) 

the matter of research is: Who and to what extent did the change in behav-

ioural patterns change since the system-change, brought by the Winter-

Revolution of 1989. 

2.4. The Culture Time Lag - An Interdependence of Culture 
and Society 

We have learned in the chapter above, that culture determines people’s values and 

behaviour-pattern and that society is interacting with culture. It can therefore be 

assumed, that culture is changing in the course of sociological changes.38 

Society is constituted by the social system and network of organizations and insti-

tutions39 (such as f.e. schools, parties, associations, clubs, NGO’s, etc.) in which 

people interact under certain rules and within a social, legal, political and eco-

nomical framework. Society provides the framework and organizational structure, 

while culture determines and guides the values and people’s behaviour.40 

For culture it is necessary to be changing and adapting in order to permit the soci-

ety to adapt its values and behaviour-pattern to the changing social, legal, eco-

nomical and/or political environment (i.e. for example the institutions). This fact 

itself and the time-period (necessary for such changes) are of material importance 

in the context of this study. Differentiating between the status of a society vs. the 

cultural status enables us to study weather transitions happen in a synchronized 

way or rather with a ´time-lag´ by one or the other. When social systems (are 

forced to) change in a radical manner and in such a short time-period, a ´cultural 

time lag´ may become visible.41 It becomes obvious, then, that culture can not 

adapt so quickly to changes, as the social framework can. The reason for this 

                                                 
38 Vgl. Bühl (1987) p.12. 
39 Vgl. Mintzel (1993) p.183. 
40 Vgl. Mintzel (1993) p.177 ff and p. 182ff; vgl. Düricher (1973) p.11ff. 
41 Vgl. Dormayer/Kettern (1987) p. 57f. 
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´cultural time lag´ can be found in the fact, that certain behavioural patterns of the 

society will be rigid to some extent and/or over some time. 

A ´cultural-time lag´ can emerge, when a social or macro economical system is 

exposed to a sudden change, to which the cultural system cannot adapt so easily 

and quickly. – Such is the case during the transition in Romania, after the winter-

revolution of 1989. 

Table 2 below illustrates the connection between culture and society, which leads 

to the development of a ´cultural time lag´. 

Institution A

time

Culture

before time X after time X

Institution B

Institution C

Institution X

Institution A

Institution B

Institution C

Institution X

Society Society

 

Table 2: Development of a ´cultural time lag´ after a sudden system-change in a society.42 

It explains “how society and its institutions are ´infiltrated´ by culture. Culture – 

as explained in the chapters above – forms people’s values in the society, respec-

tively in the various social institutions.”43  

With the changes in the behavioural pattern of individuals, culture will adapt as 

well, until it is adjusted to the ´new world´.44 As individuals adapt their behaviour 
                                                 
42 Vgl. Table: Hagemann (2000), p. 11. 
43 Vgl. Biermann (1994), p. 31. 
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within the institutions to the new needs of society, this kicks-back upon the com-

monly shared values and finally changes them. Some behaviour-patterns may 

change faster then others. In addition, some individuals may be more receptive to 

change and implement changes more quickly, then others. The adaptation-process 

continues, until equilibrium is reached. 

 

Organizational behavior of 
Romanian Managers in 

central planning and 
socialistic business-style

Organizational behavior of 
Romanian Managers after 

ttransformation to 

free-market-economy 
and the capitalistic 

business-style

time

Culture

1989 1990

Culture

Cultural Time Lag

A B

 

Table 3: Theoretical model to explain the cultural determination of organizational behaviour of 

Romanian managers.45 

 

                                                                                                                                      
44 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982), p. 118. 
45 Vgl. Table: Hagemann (2000), p. 17. 
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2.5. How does this model apply to Romania?  

Can it be applied to identify the changes and to research the effect and the magni-

tude of such changes, which may or should have taken place after the Revolution 

of 1989? To do so effectively, one should ´go back in time´ and remember the 

conditions, then. The most significant ones were: 

• a communistic, centrally planned economy, with the aim of self-

sustainability and independency from abroad 

• state-run corporations  

• with their distinguished corporate culture and management-style 

• a totalitarian regime, which was very ´introverted´. 

• not maximizing efficiency and profit was the ultimate goal, but instead 

to reach the targets as defined in the five-year-plan.  

Those benchmarks and the way in which managers adapt (and fit in-)to 

the socialistic way of (net-)working determined the level of a man-

ager’s success. 

Since the Revolution of 1989, managers are increasingly exposed to a new eco-

nomical framework and new forms of management. Romanians must therefore 

adapt their behaviour to the new way of doing business. “Culture is adaptive. Cul-

ture changes; and the process of change appears to be an adaptive one, compara-

ble to evolution…. As life conditions change, traditional forms cease to provide a 

margin of satisfaction and are eliminated: new needs arise or are perceived, and 

new cultural adjustments are made to them.“46 With a ´cultural time lag´ individu-

als will (at first) not change all, but some and increasingly more of their behav-

ioural patterns (i.e. organizational behaviour, leadership-style, decision-making-

process, way of communication). In the long run, this may (and should) affect 

their values and culture. 

                                                 
46 Murdock (1940), p. 368. 
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It is fair to assume, that those values and behavioural patterns will show the big-

gest ´cultural time lag´, which were the most entrenched. It will be the ones, 

which have been the most valued and promoted under the old, communist sys-

tem.47 

Organizational behavior of 
Romanian Managers in 

central planning and 
socialistic business-style

... after the transformation to 

free-market-economy 
and the capitalistic business-style

time1989 1990

Cultural Time Lag
Behavior pattern A

Behavior pattern B

Behavior pattern C

Behavior pattern X

Behavior pattern A

Behavior pattern B

Behavior pattern C

Behavior pattern X

 

Table 4: Theoretical model to explain the cultural determination of organizational behaviour of 

Romanian managers.48 

 

                                                 
47 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 19. 
48 Vgl. Table: Hagemann (2000), p. 17. 
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2.6. Why Culture is relevant for Corporate Management 

The group of people under observation may range from the population of a coun-

try, an ethnic group or any institution.  

Companies are institutions. Modern, international corporations are often strongly 

investing in the creation and promotion of a distinguished ´corporate culture´. 

Corporate values and missions are tools to distinguish ones offer from that of 

competitors and to unite a team of people with diverse backgrounds (f.e. because 

it is composed from members of various regions of the globe, various social, pro-

fessional, etc. backgrounds) to one united ´corporate culture´. 

There is no common consensus on the question, weather a truly uniform corporate 

culture can be implemented, internationally.49 From observation and personal ex-

perience I sympathize with the opinion, that it may be useful and possible to es-

tablish ´global guidelines´ within an international corporation. However for the 

implementation, this needs to give space to regional adaptation in the sense of 

´think globally, act locally.´ 

When comparing management-style, Thomas distinguishes between three scien-

tific schools: The “Universalists”, the “Economical Relativists” and the “Cultural 

Relativists”.50 

“Universalists” are of the opinion, that management-styles are universally valid 

and independent of culture. The “Economical Relativists” believe, that through 

modernization of society and globalization, the differences in the principles of 

management and also their practical implementation converge to a globally valid 

management-culture. The “Cultural Relativists”, finally, postulate, that principal 

differently cultural conditions demand different management-approaches. Some 

specifics in management, which have cultural roots – in their view – are resistant 

to change. – Remember the ´cultural time lag´, described above. In this context, 

                                                 
49 see f.e. reseach by Bosch (1996), Keller, v. (1982), Stüdlein (1997), Haire/Ghiselli/Proter (1966) 
Hasenstab (1999), Laurent (1983), Hofstede (1980, 1993). 
50 Thomas (1992). p. 39. 
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Kumar51 formulates two theses: ´culture-free´-approach (represented by the “Uni-

versalists´”) vs. the ´culture-bound´. 

Thomas 52 points out, that the more ´technical´ aspects and areas of management 

will be less influenced by culture then the rather human- and behaviour-related 

areas. – As examples one could mention manufacturing-processes or accounting-

procedures vs. decision making processes, appraisal discussions or sales-calls. 

Research by Haire/Ghiselli/Porter53, Laurent54 or Hofstede55 - just to mention a 

few important ones – have led to a wide acceptance of the opinion, that the “Uni-

versalists´” approach must strongly be questioned. 

Hofstede was probably the first one to conduct a large scale quantitative study on 

Cultural Personality Structures, based on a large body of survey data about the 

values of people, representing more then 50 countries. His aim was to identify 

cultural dimensions, which can be used to compare similarities and differences 

between cultures and countries.56 

He identified dimensions; each one is an “aspect of culture that can be measured 

relative to other cultures. The basic problem areas correspond to four dimen-

sions”57: 

1. power distance (from small to large) 

2. collectivism versus individualism 

3. femininity versus masculinity 

4. uncertainty avoidance (from weak to strong) 

5. long-term versus short-term orientation58 

                                                 
51 Kumar (1988). p. 389. 
52 Thomas (1992). p. 39. 
53 Vgl. Hasenstab (1999) p. 80. 
54 Vgl. Laurent (1983) p. 77. 
55 Vgl. Hofstede (1993). 
56 Vgl. Hofstede (2005) p. 23. 
57 Hofstede (2005) p. 23. 
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Factor analysis and metric scales were used to determine indices (f.e. a "Power 

Distance Index”) on a country level. One reason why Hofstede’s research became 

so frequently quoted and why (business-) people like to refer to use it in daily life 

are the simple-to-use and intuitively to understand indices. They give good, quick 

guidance and orientation when comparing different countries. The limitation of 

this ´quick-check-up´ is that it does not explain the background and the ´reason 

why´. 

As said above, it is the deeper understanding of the reasons why, the history be-

hind it and impact religion has on all this, which is needed in order to avoid poten-

tial conflicts when communicating with people of different cultures. 

 

                                                                                                                                      
58 Hofstede developed this fifth dimension only later; Vgl. Hofstede/Bond (1988). 
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3 The Theoretical Model behind the Study of Potential  
Intercultural Conflicts in the Cooperation of Aus-
trian and Romanian Managers 

As described in previous chapters, it can be assumed, that Romanians have 

adapted to and incorporated the behaviour which was suitable in the environment 

of the communistic planned economy and totalitarian one-party-rule. 

In the same way as people have adapted and optimized their behaviour to the for-

mer environment, they will (have to) change to the changed settings (determined 

by the capitalistic and democratic framework), though with a ‘cultural time lag’. 

In order to develop those suitable measures, this research will examine the extents 

to which Romanian managers have already changed and adapted their culturally 

determined behaviour and expectations to the ones of the new political, economi-

cal and sociological environment. 

This chapter describes the theoretical model which will be applied in the investi-

gation and which is expected to visualize the extent to which the cultural pre-

conditioning of Romanian managers influences their managerial and organiza-

tional behaviour. The model used here builds on the work conducted by Hage-

mann (2000), adjusted for by the factors, that the target of investigation here are 

Romanians and Austrian managers (instead of German). 

Before we go into depth, describing the research-model, one must set clear the 

terms to be used in this context. 

3.1. Definitions 

Intercultural Management and -Conflicts: 

From the five types of intercultural management-studies which Holzmüller de-

scribes, the most appropriate in this context is the “synergistic approach”.59 

This is characterized and distinguished from the other four in that there, the re-
                                                 
59 Holzmüller (1995), p.59. 
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search focus is on intercultural interactions of people from more then one cultural 

setting, who are involved in an economical exchange and relationship.  

Synergistic studies are meant to deepen the understanding of expressions in inter-

cultural interactions. – Those studies want to clarify in which conditions and 

situations cultural-specific behavioural patterns are imperative (Pluralism) or if 

behavioural patterns exist, which are universal to all cultures (Geocentric). 

This present study wants to identify the areas of potential conflicts in inter-

cultural communication and managerial interaction between Romanians and Aus-

trians. 

Organizational behaviour 

As described in Chapter 2.1., culture structures a specific environment and mani-

fests itself always through a set and system of orientation, which is unique to a 

nation, society, organization or group. 60 Therefore, also an (entrepreneurial) com-

pany is an organization, as investigated in this context. The behaviour of manag-

ers in such organization is called organizational behaviour. The culture within a 

company is also – as is generally valid for cultures61 – manifested by f.e. symbols, 

rituals, procedures (as f.e. the budgeting-, reporting- quality-assurance- and many 

other procedures), sometimes language,  mimic and/or dress-code. 

One generation passes this system on to the next. Culture influences the values, 

the perception, thinking, behaviour of all group-members. This (culture-) specific 

system gives and limits the “room for movement” of a society. – The members 

organization must respect and adapt to the cultural preconditions within the or-

ganization (i.e. company) and to the social factors and (f.e. legal) norms, which 

set the framework for economical activity. 

                                                 
60 Thomas (2003), p. 22. 
61 Vgl. Chapter 2.1. 
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3.2. The Model to Determine the Cultural Time Lag for  
Romanian Managers 

For the purpose of this study, the starting-point of observation is set to the (past) 

time, when Romanian managers were ´moulded´ and ´stamped´ by the communis-

tic, centrally planned economy. This economy is characterized by state-owned and 

state–run corporations in all economical sectors (i.e. agriculture, industry and ser-

vices) and by the centralization of all macro- and micro-economical decisions.62 

Not maximizing efficiency and profit was the ultimate goal, but instead to reach 

the targets as defined in the five-year-plan. Those benchmarks and the way in 

which managers adapt (and fit in-)to the socialistic way of (net-)working deter-

mined the level of a manager’s success. Of course, this economical environment 

and the political framework with a totalitarian regime develop a distinguished, 

corporate culture and management-style. Given the uniform, centrally managed 

organizational set-up, it can be assumed, that people in different corporations 

would find very similar (company-) cultural conditions and develop similar cul-

tural behaviour-patterns. 

Since the Revolution of 1989, managers are exposed to the free market economy 

within a democratic political environment, where human rights are guaranteed. 

Romanians must therefore adapt their behaviour to the new way of doing busi-

ness. “Culture is adaptive. Culture changes.“63 With a ´cultural time lag´ (see Ta-

ble 4) individuals will change more and more of their behavioural patterns. 

Culture determines the organizational behaviour of people. Some organizational 

behaviour-patterns by Romanian managers are strongly (culturally) embedded, 

from the influence of the socialistic business model. Under the new (economical 

and legal) environment of free-market-economy, different organizational behav-

iour is needed and expected. Since it can be observed, that Romanian people have 

adapted their lifestyle, behaviour and culture under the communistic rule, it can be 

                                                 
62 Vgl. Gumpel (1977), p 260f. 
63 Murdock (1940), p. 368. 
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assumed, that they will also adapt (or already have adapted) to the new (capitalist) 

system. 

Organizational behavior of 
Romanian Managers in 

central planning and 
socialistic business-style

... after the transformation to 
free-market-economy 

and the capitalistic business-style

time1989 1990

Cultural Time Lag
Behavior pattern A

Behavior pattern B

Behavior pattern C

Behavior pattern X

Behavior pattern A

Behavior pattern B

Behavior pattern C

Behavior pattern X

 

Table 4: Theoretical model to explain the cultural determination of organizational behaviour of 

Romanian managers.64 

If we apply the dynamics and model described in Chapter 2.4. to this setting, it is 

fair to assume, that those values and behavioural patterns will show the biggest 

´cultural time-lag´, which were the most entrenched under the ´old system´ and 

which have been the most valued and promoted under the old, communist sys-

tem65.  

Over time, ´Culture´ will change too. With more or less resistance, society will to 

adapt its values and behaviour-pattern to the changing social, legal, economical 

and/or political environment. 

The extent to which Romanian managers have adapted can be measured through 

the comparison of their culturally determined behaviour (from communist times) 

                                                 
64 Vgl. Table: Hagemann (2000), p. 17. 
65 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 19. 
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vs. the ´new´ behaviour, as displayed today.66 This information will show and 

help to answer the question, how far the organizational behaviour patterns re-

mained rigidly entrenched in what was learned under communist rule. Those (old, 

´communistic´) behaviours, which Romanian managers have not (yet) changed, 

are the ones, which are the culturally rigid and entrenched values.67 

 

                                                 
66 see ´STEP 3´ as described in Chapter 5.2.1. 
67 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p-19. 
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4 Cultural Characteristics of Romanian Managers 

Understanding the background and reason for cultural differences is the first step 

towards tolerance and appreciation of others. As Aviel points out: “It would be 

much easier to adapt to a foreign culture if one could ´deprogram´ oneself so one 

has no expectations…”68  

How people are driven and motivated, the hierarchical elements, the level of self-

motivation and self-initiative or people’s attitude against responsibilities, all these 

imply certain behavioural patterns and reactions, which may give reason to 

conflict during interactions by people (i.e. managers) of different cultures.69 

In this chapter, I will identify and describe the cultural characteristics of Roma-

nian managers; i.e. their values and the specifics of their organizational behaviour.  

The historical and sociological roots of Romanian characteristics and peculiarities, 

will be explained. 

4.1. Existing Research on Romanian – Austrian Cultural Char-
acteristics 

Several studies on Cultural Personality Structures e.g. have been conducted in 

recent years; they cover various countries like Russia, Poland, Hungary, Czech 

Republic or Slovenia70.  

Despite intensive literature-search and investigation among experts in the field of 

intercultural management, only one study could be identified which deals with 

Austrian-Romanian intercultural issues: In his Master-Thesis Wilk71 applies the 

methodology of “Kulturstandards”72 as developed by Alexander Thomas73 to 

                                                 
68 Vgl. Aviel (1990), p.17. 
69 Vgl. Thomas (1992), p. 39. 
70 see f.e.: Hnila („Ein Kulturvergleich mittels Kulturstandards“), Schroll-Machl („Beruflich in Tsche-
chien“), Yoosefi („Beruflich in Russland“), Boski (Handbuch Interkulturelle Kommunikation und Ko-
operation Band 2“), Schroll-Machl („Kulturstandards in Mittel- und Osteuropa“). 
71 Vgl. Wilk, P: Relative Kulturstandards Rumänien – Österreich. Master Thesis. Donau-Universität 
Krems, 2005. p.30, 32. 
72  “Kulturstandards” has been frequently translated as “Stereotypes” or as “Cultural Personality 
Structures” - vgl. Brück, F. (2002), p. 35. 
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identify relative cultural personality structures for Romanians vs. Austrians. He 

conducted 18 in-depth-interviews74, 9 each with Austrians and Romanians. 

Each interviewee had a years-long-experience with the other culture. From these 

interviews Wilk extracted 122 “critical incidents”, which he further evaluates and 

discusses. 

The founders of the methodology of Cultural Personality Structures 

(“Kulturstandards”) claim, that the identified structures are inherent in all people 

of the respective culture75 (i.e. Romanians in this case). If one assumes this to be 

true, it is valid to compare the results of Wilk´s study (who did not limit his 

investigation to Romanian managers, but to the general public) with those of 

Hagemann76. 

In order to widen the perspective and put it into relation with other cultural studies 

for the Central-/Easter-European countries, the general observations by Schroll-

Machl77 and Hofstede78 are incorporated in the description of the cultural 

characteristics of Romanian Managers,. 

4.2. Identification of Cultural Characteristics of Romanian 
Managers 

The selection of cultural characteristics of Romanian Managers in this study is 

building on research by Hagemann79 on intercultural conflicts among German vs 

Romanian managers and the one (mentioned above) by Wilk80. 

                                                                                                                                      
73 Vgl. Thomas et.al. ( 2003). 
74 The interviews have been conducted in the period between April 2004 and March 2005. 
75 Vgl. Holzmüller (1997), p. 58. 
76 Who studied Romanians Managers in German/Romanian Joint-Ventures 
77 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 11-15. 
78 Vgl. Hofstede (2005), p. 23. 
79 Hagemann, H.: Die Diagnose und Handhabung interkultureller Konfliktpotentiale und Konflikte in 
deutschen Tochtergesellschaften und Joint-Ventures in Rumänien. Dissertation an der Otto-
Friedrich-Universität Bamberg, 2000. 
80 Wilk focuses on the Austrian (!)-Romanian relationship. 
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Through literature-search and an in-depth-discussion with the Romanian 

philosopher Mihai Sora81, Hagemann identifies the following culturally 

characteristic dimensions:82, which have a parallel in Wilk’s research: 

• Hierarchical aspect 

• Need for sense of security 

• Creativity and ability to troubleshoot 

• Time awareness 

• Attitude to norms  

• Passivity, self-motivation, self-responsibility 

• Individualistic tendency and team-work-abilities 

• Attitude towards personal performance 

• Mistrust the different and unknown 

Compared to the study conducted by Hagemann (2000), this present project is 

modified in three ways:  

• Herre, the potential conflicts between Austrian vs. Romanians are 

researched (not German-Romanian, as in Hagemann)  

• The field-work to this study was conducted in early 2006. As 

Hagemann’s interviews have been made in end 1997/beginning 

199883, this present study will give an insight in the developments and 

changes of the underlying characteristics, since then. 

• A new dimension is introduced in the investigation, namely the one of 

“age of the Romanian persons, who the Austrian (interview-partner) 

has made his/her experience with.”The reason why this has been 

considered relevant, is described below in chapter 4.3. 

                                                 
81 Hagemann (2000) p. 20. 
82 Hagemann (2000) p. 40-41. 
83 Vgl. Hagemann (2000) p. 63. 
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4.3. The additional Dimension: 
“Who you speak to” vs. “Who you speak about”  

From pilot-interviews in for the field-work to this study it was learned – and this 

was verified in the course of the interviews – that, the messages and responses 

from Austrian interview-partners (speaking about Romanians) are not very much 

different, when looking at the respondent’s age. The respondents´ messages, how-

ever, vary dramatically, if one looks at the age of the Romanians, who the Aus-

trian (interview-partner) has made his/her experience with. In other words:  

for the empirical findings the age of the person, who you speak to, matters much 

less then the age of the person who you speak about. To incorporate this circum-

stance, a separate question has been introduced in the questionnaire.84  

The age-groups, which have been identified to be relevant, were defined as: 

• below age of 35: 

This group has been max.18 years of age, at the time of the revolution, i.e. 

the system-change. They were still at school or had some, early work-

experiences.85 They have not directly (!) been exposed to the ´old leadership 

and management-style´. 

Following Breinbauer86 two types of young Romanian managers can be 

found in this age-group: The ´Willing but not Able´ and the ´Willing and 

Able´.  

In which of these two sub-groups somebody falls, depends largely on their 

opportunities, their personal profile and –abilities. This again is influenced 

by their ethnic-, social- and economical background (i.e. parents and fam-

ily).Favouring factors (which contribute most to this difference) are: 

1. exposure to a foreign language.87  

                                                 
84  The question is formulated:  
 “Age-group of the people usually dealt with: o <35 / o 36-50 / o >50” 
 also see Chapter 5.1.3. and 4.3. 
85 However, certainly not in managerial positions! 
86 Breinbauer (2003), p.42. 
87 The ethnic minorities (f.e. Hungarians, German Saxons) have a natural privilege here. 
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2. economical ability (of the parents) to provide their youngsters with good 

education and international exposure (through f.e. travelling). 

3. background and network of the family; i.e.: historical ties to high-ranks 

from the communistic past. 

With respect to the point 2 and 3, above, people coming from the richer, 

economically more dynamic cities, often have a strong advantage. 

Looking at the professional and career development, people in this age 

group coming from ´rich families´ do not grow-up much different to the cor-

responding one in f.e. Austria.88 

The ´Able and Willing´ are the most admired in Romania. They are looked 

upon as the ´rich and beautiful´, as they are the ones most ´hunted´ by the 

locally active, international corporations. Working for those ´big brands´ is 

aspired because of its ´image-transfer´, the higher (and reliably) paid salary 

and the prestigious benefits (like frequent business travelling, company cars, 

free GSM, etc.). 

 

• 36 – 50 years: 

In 1989, this population has been in the age of 19 to 33. 

As the system-change from Ceausescu’s to a democratic regime has been so 

drastic and influenced all professions and areas of living, the change affected 

everybody in the country, in one way or the other.  

Everybody had to – professionally seen – ´start from scratch´.89  

The typology presented by Breinbauer90 is applicable for this age group as 

                                                 
88 Worth to add here is, that Romanian’s of that age-group appear to be more “hungry” for success 
and are more motivated to work harder for the comparatively little money they are earning, then 
many people of that generation in the countries of Austria, resp. “old Europe”, in general. 
Romanians seem to believe, that they are born in a period of time, which offers them a “window of 
opportunities” (probably comparable to Austria’s after 1955. 
89 One interview-partner (f.e.) pointed out, that in the early 1990’s, when major parts of Romania’s 
legal systems have changed and when he started out working as a lawyer, he had (almost) the 
same qualifications and opportunities as had an older, well established and experienced lawyer. 
90 Breinbauer (2003), p.42. 
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well. – Both types of young Romanian managers can be found here: The 

´Willing but not Able´ as well as the ´Willing and Able´.91 

This generation of the ´now-36-50-year-olds´ has performed the biggest 

change in their mind-set. – For this age group, it can be claimed: Who 

adapted the fastest to the new rules had the biggest opportunities for fast 

professional (and economical) success! 

The ´First Movers´ among the Western companies entered the Romanian 

market in the early 1990’s. When hiring staff, they addressed first people of 

this age group. The (correct) assumption was that these people have the big-

gest, professional long-term-potential because of their optimal blend of ex-

periences: a.) Practical experience in the work-place and (yet) 

 b.) Have been young enough to be able to change and adapt to 

      the new ´rules of the game´. 

 

• over 50 years: 

People of this age group (who are now over 50 to 55 years old), did – in 

their majority – have fewer opportunities, as the younger-ones. Those who 

are now still professionally active have been in their mid 30´s to 40´s at the 

time of the system change 

The representatives of the former elite, i.e. the high communist-party-ranks 

or high ´Securitate´-representatives had (and partially still have) contacts 

and relationships, which have been – and maybe still are to some extent – 

important and ´valuable´. Some have taken huge (!) benefits from their posi-

tions and contacts; some continue to be able to do so.  

But ´middle-ranks´ (who represent the majority of people) did not have simi-

lar opportunities, as did any of those people described above. Many became 

victims of the industrial ´melt-down´ of the 90’s. 

 

                                                 
91 What has been said above, about these groups is equally valid here. 
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In the chapters 4.4.1 – 4.4.8. below, the cultural characteristics and behaviour 

patterns of Romanians Managers in German/Romanian Joint-Ventures described 

by Hagemann92 are compared with Wilk’s93 description of the ones for 

Romanians vs Austrians. Each of the eight characteristics is deiscussed within its 

historical and social context. Each of them describes the overlaps and gaps 

between the cultural characteristics, which have been identified in literature. 

4.4. Cultural Characteristics of Romanian Managers 

Cultural Profile of  
Romanian Managers 

 
as described by Hagemann94 

Relative Cultural Personality  
Structures for Romanians vs. 

Austrian 
as described by Wilk95 

DIMENSIONS FOUND IN BOTH STUDIES WITH SIMILAR FINDINGS  

 

4.4.1 Hierarchical aspect, Leadership Style and the Need for Sense of 
Security 

Hierarchical aspect  
and Leadership-Style 

described by Hagemann 

Hierarchy and awareness of authority 

described by Wilk 

Romanians: Desire to please the boss 
Desire and need for a strong 
leadership. 
Desire to be powerful. 
 
Responsibility is avoided or 
distributed on the collective, 
so that individual 
responsibility can not be 
assigned.96 

Romanians: Authorities and directives 
are very well respected. 
Authorities are necessary as 
they are accountable and 
take over responsibilities. 
Responsibility is ´pushed-
upwards´, to the higher 
ranks.  

 

                                                 
92 Vgl. Hagemann (2000) p.51f. 
93 Vgl. Wilk (2005) p. 106. 
94 Vgl. Hagemann (2000) p. 40-41. 
95 Vgl. Wilk (2005) p.106. 
96 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 45. 
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Need for sense of security 
described by Hagemann 

Austrian: Weaker.  
Awareness and 
appreciation: less; 
diminishing 

Romanians: Desire to get (clear) 
instructions, guidelines, 
opinions and/or orders from 
the authorities 

 

The hierarchical aspect  is one of the two Romanian characteristics, where most 

consensus in literature can be found! “CEE countries have high power-distance, 

and they prefer one way communication, top to bottom…”97 

Schroll-Machl98 adds: One works in clearly defined space of authority and 

accountability.  

In order to avoid sanctions in case of mistakes, this space is kept as narrow as 

possible. There is always a ´higher level´ and a ´lower level´. Decisision are taken 

´on the (next) higher level´; in case of mistakes, they can also be taken 

accountable.  

This hierarchical chain often goes hand in hand with a strong paternalism: The 

boss ´formally represents´ the collective and takes the role of judge, in case of 

conflicts within this collective. The collective is a strong source of identity and 

works closely together to reach the common goal. They strongly relay on each 

other. Apart from this collective – Schroll-Machl calls it the “in-group”.99 The 

other group is called “out-group”, who consists of all the other people one does 

not feel so close with. While there can be a certain level of ´intimacy´ and a par-

ticular sense of ethics and morals within the “in-group”, one keeps distance to the 

“out-group(s)”, to which different ethical standards are apply.100 

Breinbauer conducted interviews with head-hunters to identify various manager-

types in the Easter-European Reform Countries.101  – One group he calls the ´Able 

                                                 
97 Toarniczky (2003) p.48. 
98 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.12. 
99 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.12. 
100 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.12. 
101 Vgl. Breinbauer (2003) p.42. 
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and Willing´ 102 („Können + Wollen“). From all the types, this one comes closest 

to what one would expect from young, western managers. – However, even this 

most advanced group shows a dislike to take on responsibilities. It acts somewhat 

hesitant and thus more slowly, comapred to their Western counterparts. 

When looking into the history of Romania, with its centuries long occupation and 

supression by foreign rulers103 it is not surprising, that Romanians have a dislike 

for authorities ´from outside´ and have developed a ´special way´ to deal and 

cooperate with the various authorities, they have been facing. 

From personal experience, working regularly in Romania, I observe that 

employees respect their boss not least for his/her hierarchical position, 

independent of his/her (personal and/or professional) qualifications. 

The very centralistic architecture of the political institutions – comparable to the 

one of France – may serve as an indicator for the Romanian´s acceptance of 

hierarchies and authority. The national government has far reaching competences 

and ways to influence – not rarely even overrule – the provincial administration as 

well as the legislative system. These competences are commonly  being  

exploited. 104 

Boia105 points out an other example: Romanians have incorporated the surpressive 

Sovjet-style-communism more thoroughly then any other Central-Eastern-

European country. The fact, that Nicolae Ceausescu could emerge to a totalitarian 

ruler, as he did or the style of metropolitan architecture (f.e. the generous 

boulevards or the huge ´Pelople´s Palace´, are indicators for the awareness and 

respect of hierarchy and authority. 

                                                 
102 for more detailed description of the manager-types, see above, chapter 4.3. 
103 Vgl. Hösch (2004), p. 582. 
104 Vgl. Lecture on “Das politische System Rumäniens” by DDr. Paul Ullmann at the Diplomatisch 
Akademie; 31.03.2005. 
105 Vgl. Boia (2003) p.85. 
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4.4.2 Creativity and ability to troubleshoot 

Creativity and ability to troubleshoot 

described by Hagemann 

Approach to trouble-shooting 

described by Wilk 

Romanians: Associative approach to 
trouble-shooting.  
 
Finding of innovative and 
creative solutions to 
problems. 

 
Romanians: Problems are being solved, 

when they are urgent. 
Solutions directed towards 
(just) solving the present 
problem at hand. 
Improvising is very 
frequent. 

 
Austrian: Search for solution starts 

with profound analysis. 
Work is planned, structured 
and complex, aiming to find 
a solution to the problem as 
a whole. 
´Qaulity above time´; 
´Speed kills´. 

The Romanian´s talent to solve solutions through improvisation is the other 

characteristic, where large consensus can be found in literature.  

In her description of the generic Cultural Personality Structures of Central- and 

Eastern-European countries Schroll-Machl points out, that peoples of that region 

generally prefer a reactive approach and behaviour, to a pro-active-one. Unlike 

Germans or Austrians, Eastern-Europeans are sceptical against plans and 

procedures, which are too much structured and detailed. One may assume that this 

approach would result in lower quality, less efficient problem solving. – Oftenly 

not, because creativity and improvisation compensate for the missing structure 

and planning. To compensate for adversities through creativity and improvisation 

is something Romanians are very proud of. 106 

Because people usually have been confronted with shortages of various kinds on 

one side (f.e. in the factory: raw-material-input or spare parts) and with the need 

                                                 
106 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.10. 
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to meet the centrally planned targets (of the 1- and 5-year-plan), it became 

imperative to come up with practical, unconventional and/or pragmatic 

solutions.107 This need developed so strongly, that improvisational trouble-

shooting became a personal characteristic of Romanians. It proofs to be helpful 

and useful, also in the new of free-market-economy. 

Schroll-Machl points out, that the cultural personality structure of ´simultanity´ 

can – in general – more strongly be found in the region of Central Eastern 

Europe108 then in other European areas. ´Simultanity´ describes the fact, that 

peoples of the said region like to manage several things simultaniously. It is like: 

´multi-tasking´; they do not limit themeslves to one thing at a time, but switch 

between several-tasks.109 Priorities are changed subjetively and spontaniously, 

influenced by emotions110. An example in daily life is, that (f.e.) Romanians do 

not find it impolite to pick-up the mobile-phone during a face-to-face-

conversation.111 

In short: Romanians prefer an assciative problem-solving approach, to an abstract, 

analyical one.112 In contrast, Austrians start the problem-solving process with a 

logic and profound analysis of the problem, with all its details and variables.  

An explanation for this difference may be, that the Orthodoxy is not appreciating 

so much the antique, greek philosophy (of f.e. Aristoteles, the founder of the logic 

discipline) as does the Catholicism.113 Wilk also explains the cultural roots for this 

characteristic in the difference between the Orthodox and the Christian faith114: 

Whereas precise definitions and deductions play an important role in Christian 

                                                 
107 Vgl .Hagemann (2000), p. 48. 
108 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 12. 
Schroll-Machl defines this region to consist of: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, 
Slovenia, the Baltic Republics, Russia, Belorussia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova, Albania, 
Macedonia, Serbia. 
109 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 10. 
110 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 13. 
111 see also chapter 4.4.3. - This behaviour correlates with the Romanian’s time-awareness and 
their approach to planning. 
112 Vgl .Triandis (1982), p. 150ff. 
113 Vgl. Vocelka (2002), p. 107. 
114 Vgl Wilk (2005), p. 94. 
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theology, the Orthodox faith rather works with less philosophical precision. 

Instead it emphasizes the “experience of the incredible”.115 

Though this explanation sounds intuitive at first glance, it stands in cotrast with 

Schroll-Machl’s observation, that this creative, improvising approach can be 

found generally in Central-/Eastern Europe116, where both religions are found. – It 

is therefore not limited to regions with orthodox reglion. 

 

4.4.3 Time Awareness 

Time-awareness 
 

described by Hagemann 

Time-awareness and sense of planning 
horizon 

described by Wilk 

Romanians: Focus and priority on the 
present (-time; not future) 
 
Slow decision-taking 
 
tendency not to keep 
deadlines and appointments 

 

 
Romanians: Flexible concept-of-time. 

Short-term-planning and –
thinking.  
Several things may be done 
simultaniously. 

 
Austrian: One thing after the other. 

Attention is dedicated to 
one-thing-at-a-time.  
Long-term-thinking. 
 

 

To Romanians, the present conditions and time matters most. “The present time is 

essential; they exhaust themselves making plans and dreaming (think to the future, 

but dreaming).”117 “This confirms, of course, the relative lack of determination in 

                                                 
115 Wilk (2005), p. 95: Originally: „Erfahrung des Unfassbaren“,  translated by myself. 
116 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 12. 
Schroll-Machl defines this region to consist of: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, 
Slovenia, the Baltic Republics, Russia, Belorussia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova, Albania, 
Macedonia, Serbia. 
117 Catana/Catana (1999), p. 255. 
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action and the domination of speculation over the possible, over the question of 

what is to be done in the future.…”118 

This strongly correlates with the passivity119 and the beliefe, that they can not 

change things themselves.120 – As Romanians do not strongly believe, that their 

future is in their hands, they do not even intent to initiate changes.  

I want to highlight, what has been said in chapter 4.4.2. about ´simultanity´ and 

´multi-tasking´. Priorities and tasks are changed spontaniously, influenced by 

emotions121.  

It was outlined in chapter 4.4.2., that a realistic planning and scheduling of pro-

duction-processes was not able possible during centrally planned communist rule, 

given the shortages of various resources. Solving current problems under current 

and given conditions therefore always had priority to future ones and its set of un-

certainties. The socialistic economic model therefore has not encouraged the sense 

of time-management, among Romanians. 

Wilk makes an interesting reference with respect to the concept of time, in the 

Romanian languages, where a future tense (like in German: ´ich werde arbeiten´, 

English ´I will work´ or French ´j´irai´) is not used; instead Romanians use a sub-

junctive, which has a very close connotation to the presence. 122 

 

                                                 
118 Vulcanescu (1991), p. 147. 
119 see chapter 4.4.5. 
120 Vgl. Keller, v. (1982) 197f.; Vgl. chapter 4.4.1.: Changes must come ´from the top´, i.e. from the 
hierarchically superior position. 
121 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 13. 
122 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 90. 
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4.4.4 Attitude to norms 

Attitude to norms 

described by Hagemann 

Tolerance and acceptance of 
corruption:123 

described by Wilk 

Attitude to norms is weak. 

Tendency to disrespect rules and laws124 

Romanians: High tolerance 
´Baksheesh´ is ubiquitary.  

 
Austrian: little tolerance to 

corruption. Austrians feel 
´helpless and lost´ in face 
of corruption; they are 
used to being able to rely 
on the ´Rule of Law´. 

 

In this context, ´Attitude to norms ´ describes the extent to which people feel 

obliged to act according to rules, norms or laws, which are put upon them, from 

outside. Of course this characteristic interacts with the other cultural dimensions, 

as described above:  

 * dislike of rules and structured planning  

 * creativity and improvisation  

 * dislike (though respect) of authority 

Given the totalitarian rule and ´iron fist´ of the communists, one may assume, that 

people would respect laws and obey rules. It turns out, that people learned how to 

superficially appear as if they obey the law; ´below the surface´ however, one tries 

to get the easy way out and to maximize the personal benefit.125 – This of course 

(as described above) only, if the consequences (i.e. the penalty) are not too harsh! 

                                                 
123 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 36 and 62: In his hypothesis, Wilk also assumes, that a cultural difference in 
the dimension of “tolerance to corruption” exists. This dimension is also verified in the group-
discussion he held. In Chapter 4.5.7. (p 62-64) Wilk describes a cultural difference in the “tolerance 
to corruption: Romanian: strong tolerance; Austrians: low tolerance”. 
It is interesting to see however, that he does not include this characteristic in his conclusion and 
summary-table (p. 106). No reference or reasoning can be found for the reasons why. 
124 Vgl Hagemann (2000), p. 134: The description of her findings are very vague and ambigious. 
They relay only on the comment from one single respondent. 
125 see also point 4.4.5. 
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The economic framework of the centrally planned economy nourished this 

´schizophrenic behaviour´: On one side, factory-managers (for example) wanted 

to be promoted and therefore needed to meet centrally set (f.e. production-) targets 

and/or directives from superiors, against which they did not have the opportunity 

to argue or protest against. On the other side they had to work with and under 

conditions (f.e. shortages of resources), which did – objectively seen – not permit 

to reach targets.126 In this dilemma, ´Communist Managers´ developed a good 

feeling for which rules one can bend or ignore (f.e because no serious conse-

quences must be feared) versus which directives to respect. 

Of course, the issue of corruption is closely related to the issue of ´rule of law´. 

Corruption always represents (to some extent) a form of theft. Nevertheless, Ro-

manians do not perceive it as illegal, as long as it is ´small´. – ´Small corruption´ 

is considered a compensation for a low salary and/or as revenge against the “out-

group”127; (be it a person, organization or the state). 128   

However, the ´big corruption´ (i.e. corruption on big scale such as in the course of 

the privatization programs of state companies) is a different matter. ´Big corrup-

tion´ as well as the theft among the “in-group” (as described in chapter 4.4.1.), is 

not tolerated!  

The search for the cultural and historical roots of this characteristic offers various 

possible explanation:  

Hagemann explains it with the Orthodox faith, which does not give clear, precise 

moral or ethical priciples. While the Catholicism gives clear instructions and rules 

for the daily life (down to such details like food-selection on certain days), the 

Orthodoxy does not give people similar behavioural rules. As described in 

chapters above, rules and laws are considered handicaps and barriers, which are to 

be ignored (or avoided) if (legally) somehow possible. If, however, ignoring it is 

not possible or it is realized, that non-conformism would have negative 

                                                 
126 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p.49. 
127 see description in chapter 4.4.1. 
128 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 62. 
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consequences, Romanians are very quick and flexible to adapt to what the 

authority (be it a person or a law) expects.129 

Wilk justifies his view-point on historical grounds: the Osman and the communist 

rule:130 

Corruption bloomed under the Osman rule of the 18th and early 19th century. 

Several vocabularies to describe corruption found their way into the Romanian 

language; all of them have Turkish roots; f.e. the word ´baksheesh´.  

Under communism – in principle – everybody should have equal access to all re-

sources. In reality, many things were only available on the black market or 

through relationships and connections. 

History still impacts on today: In daily (business) life this still means, that per-

sonal, ´networking´ and a trustful co-operation is essential. In Romania it is at 

least as important what you know as it is who you know. 

 

4.4.5 Passivity, self-motivation and self-responsibility 

Passivity, self-motivation and  
self-responsibility 

described by Hagemann 

Self-initiative vs. performance 
 

described by Wilk 

Romanians: Confidence in one’s own 
abilities is weak. 
Self-confidence is weak. 
Self-motivation is low. 
Self-initiative does not pay-off. 
Tendency to imitate the group 
and foreign cultures. 
Try to avoid taking on 
responsibility. 

Romanians: Self-initiative is low. 
Romanians act only, after 
receipt of a clear 
instruction and/or order. 
Team-work is disliked. 

Austrian: self-initiative is high 

 

                                                 
129 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 37. 
130 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 62. 
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Schroll-Machl points out, that (in Central-Eastern-Europe generally) the sense of 

self-responsibility and sense of duty is strongly motivated by   

 * self-interests  

 * self-identification with the objective of a task or job  

 * emotions and/or   

 * directed to selected persons. (One feels obliged to a friend, not to an  

    abstract agreement.)131 

The following story from my personal experience may visualize this phenomenon 

more clearly: The CEO of Company X participated at an annual meeting, where 

the re-organization of parts of that company were communicated. Its impact on 

the local organization was discussed. A (rather vague) implementation- and time-

plan was presented, discussed and formally agreed upon. When it came to the 

time for implementation of these reforms, the Romanian Country Manager sub-

mitted a series of  reports with detailed explanations for why the local organiza-

tion could not implement the reforms at all or not in due time. – Numerous exter-

nal factors and justifications were identified and described in length.   

My relationship with the Country Manager reached back for several years and we 

have developed a very personal relationship, carried by mutual respect, trust and 

appreciation. We usually ´go for a beer´ after a joint working day or invite the 

other person home, for dinner with the family. Our families even went on holidays 

together, once.   

It was only when I called upon this, our personal, experiences and when I ex-

plained him the consequences his behaviour and his reports have on my work and 

my standing within the company, that reforms suddenly started to be implemented 

smoothly. 

Among Romanians, a sense of duty for objective rules and norms is very weak.132 

In cases, where reliance on such ´personal motivation´ is not possible, clear and 

detailed instructions combined with a very tight monitoring-system of strong 

                                                 
131 see what was said above about “in-groups” vs. “out-groups”, chapter 4.4.1. 
132 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 11. 
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continous, external control and heavy penalties must be introduced, in order to 

secure execution. 

Interactions and communications in Central-Eastern-Europe – so claims Schroll-

Machl – are always carried much rather by a personal aspects, then by an abstract, 

functional  one.133 – I can only agree to her opinion. Having tried both 

approaches, I would recommend: First you must win the Romanian’s heart, only 

then you start building a business co-operation upon it. – Not the other way 

around! And, do not even think of solving tricky (business-) issues, without 

previously having truly dedicated (plentyful) time to win the other person’s heart 

and before you have given him/her a true and honest feeling, that you respect 

his/her person and appretiate his/her culture and history! 

The more space the emotional part of a business-relationship is given, the more 

sympathic Romanians find the business partner and the more business grows to a 

personal interest for the Romanian. Emotions are – of course – not expressed 

verbally, but felt and signaled.134 

Wilk nicely summarizes the key-success-factors in Romanian-Austrian business-

co-operations:135 * clearly defined tasks 

 * sound, personal relationship 

 * continuous, positive feedback  

 * a system of tight monitoring and guidance. 

 

Can an explanation for this cultural characteristics be found in history; f.e. in the 

Communist times? Hagemann points out, that managers, had difficulties reaching 

their production-targets, because of the lack of resources. Only personal engage-

ment and improvisation could compensate for the adversities. However, staff was 

little motivated, since the corporate or organizational system gave little to no in-

centive for above-average performances by the individual.  

                                                 
133 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 10. 
134 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004), p. 13. 
135 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 72. 
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Under these conditions, managers could only motivate people through personal 

involvement and –relationships. The result was a personal interdependency: The 

manager f.e. showed interest in and reacted to an individual’s personal circum-

stances or needs, granted individual favours or disregarded small disciplinary fail-

ures. In return, the employee showed a higher level of involvement and motiva-

tion. This synergy, of course, encouraged and stimulated the paternalistic136 aspect 

in the hierarchical chain. 

Looking further back in history and its long periods of foreign rule, system-

changes, varying traditions and styles, it is understandable that people have 

learned (and got used) to meeting the ruler’s expectations.137 “When you think 

about our history, the idea strikes you that we have survived thanks to this very 

instinct. During the hardest moments, our adaptability almost equalled a simula-

tion of death. We reduced our individuality and combativity to the minimum. 

Where we would irritate more powerful enemies, we restrained from any self-

assertion in order to save our life…”138 

Romanians perceive themselves as the most patient people who can endure long 

periods of grievances. This passive attitude reflects their lack of self-confidence 

and their weak belief in their own ability to change and improve matters.139 

In the political environment of communism with its rules, norms and the one-

party-dominated political landscape as well as the centrally planned economy, it 

was not welcomed, not beneficial and/or not allowed to express one’s personal 

opinion; instead: conformism was ´the rule of the game´.   

Self-confidence was neither desired nor promoted. Self initiative to solve 

problems – f.e. due to missing spare-parts for a certain production-process – was 

not rewarded.140 The self-confidence and beliefe in ones abilities dropped. 

Personal opinion was not expressed, or if at all, only in a very carefully selected 
                                                 
136 see chapter 4.4.1., where the hierarchical chain and its link to the strong paternalism is de-
scribed. 
137 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 26. 
138 Ralea (1934), p. 82. 
139 Vgl. Radulescu-Motru (1995), p. 35. 
140 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 45. 
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environment. This was true for ´the simple man on the street´ as much as for the 

´big boss´.141 Some sayings illustrate the athmosphere of those days quite well142:   

“Do not leave for tomorrow, what you can solve today, but leave it fo rthe day 

after tomorrow.” “It is true that work ennobles human beings, but our society does 

not need noblemen.” “We not not fear work, we know how to avoid it.” 

In addition, the Orthodox religion has its impact on this cultural characteristic: To 

await development patiently and passively (instead of taking action and be pro-

active) roots in Orthodox fundamentals.143 

 

4.4.6 Individualistic Tendency and team-work-abilities 

Individualistic Tendency 
 

described by Hagemann 

Orientation to humanitarianism vs. 
collectivism 

described by Wilk 

Personal benefits have priority vs the 
common good. 

 

Romanians: Self-interests above 
collective-interests 

Austrian: Collective-interests above 
self-interests 

 

While Radulescu-Motru attests Romanians sociability, he claims, that they are 

missing the “consciousness of personal sacrifice and will to make such a sacri-

fice”144, which would be necessary to give priority to collective goals, against 

there personal ones. “He [the Romanian…] does not resign himself completely 

because usually he tries to reach an improvement of the situation on his own, 

seeking as best he can, through striving or favours, an arrangement likely to turn 

                                                 
141 Vgl. Rubatos (2004). 
142 Rubatos (2004) p. 25. 
143 Vgl. Radulescu-Motru (1995), p.40. 
144 Radulescu-Motru (2005), p. 36. 
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him into an exception, into a privileged person. And once this goal attained, the 

general situation concerns him no more”.145 

An other point of view – i.e. the differentiation between and dynamics within “in-

group” vs. the “out-group” – has already been described in chapter 4.4.1. It has 

been said, that the “in-group”146  as a collective is a strong source of identity. It 

works closely together to reach the common goal and that they strongly relay on 

each other.  

The “out-group” is very much apart from this ‘inner circle’.147  While there can be 

a certain level of ´intimacy´ and a particular sense of ethics and morals within the 

“in-group”, one keeps distance to the “out-group(s)”, to which different ethical 

standards are applied to, too.148 

Wilk describes this behaviour-pattern in a very similar ways: He refers to it as 

“small-group collectivism” vs. “institutional collectivism”.149 What he describes 

about the dynamics within and between these groups is very similar to what 

Schroll-Machl writes with respect to the “in-“ and “out-group”.  

The reasons for these strongly different behavioural patterns among these two 

groups are explained by Wilk with the political environment of the communist 

rule and its role of the secret services – the ‘Securitate’ –  where people could not 

count on the loyalty of their colleagues, friends or even intimates.150  

The period under the communist regime certainly reinforced the individualistic 

tendency of Romanians, as they have tried to avoid or minimize the adversities, to 

which they and their families have been exposed. 

 

                                                 
145 Ralea (1995), p. 75. 
146 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.12. 
147 see chapter 4.4.1. 
148 Vgl. Schroll-Machl (2004) p.12. 
149 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 101. 
150 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 102. 
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4.4.7 Attitude towards personal performance 

Attitude towards personal performance 

described by Hagemann 

Eagerness to perform well 

Described by Wilk 

Eagerness to perform well is lower then 
Germans´, but improving. 

 

 

Romanians: Eager to perform well;  
f.e. flexible working-hours 
Education is important 

Austrian: Not so ´hungry´ f.e. 
inflexible working-hours  

Observations and interpretations by Hagemann about Romanian’s eagerness to 

perform well is somewhat reserved compared to those by Wilk: Wilk observed 

high self-motivation to perform well; Hagemann claims this to be low then Ger-

mans, but improving. 

Hagemann explains her reasoning for the relatively low self-motivation of Roma-

nians with their experiences in the planned economy. As it was frequently impos-

sible to achieve the planned targets managers have learned ways to make results 

look better then they were in reality.151 

Hagemann again identifies the Orthodox religion as a root for the Romanians´ 

lacking self-motivation: The Protestants faith promises God’s reward to ambi-

tious, hard-working people. This motivates people to strive for economical and 

social success. 152 She follows the argumentation by Nikolaidis153 explaining, that 

the Orthodox faith claims a person’s profession is God given; it must therefore be 

seen as gift, not as a human’s achievement. God does, consequently,  not reward a 

person’s ambition and financial success. 

Hagemann concludes that Romanians’ relatively low eagerness to perform well is 

closely associated with their general passivity (see chapter 4.4.5.) and time-

awareness (see chapter 4.4.3.). 

                                                 
151 Vgl. Hagemann (2000, p. 47. 
152 Vgl. Hagemann (2000, p. 32. 
153 Vgl. Nikolaidis (1995), p. 35-37. 
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Wilk, on the other side, explains his very positive opinion with his personal ex-

perience and from what he learned about Romanians during the interviews with 

Austrians. There, the Romanians´ eagerness to learning and to performing well is 

frequently mentioned and underlined. Romanians – he found – are much more 

willing and likely then Austrians, to do overtime, also on weekends.154 – Romani-

ans are more ´hungry´ to be successful and ´make a career´.155 

In a footnote Wilk mentions that the eagerness to learn and perform well is lower 

in state-owned companies. If one postulates the following assumptions:  

1. private companies in Romania are generally not very old   

2. They tend to hire younger people,   

3. The salary level there is generally higher then in state-owned ones,  

then, consequently, the average age of the staff found in private companies tends 

to be lower then in state-owned companies. In other words: state-owned compa-

nies employ older staff (who is less eager to learn and perform well). – It is not 

necessarily the ownership of the company, which explains the different behaviour, 

but the age of the staff, there. This corresponds to my observation, that the age of 

the person, who you speak to, matters much less then age of the person who you 

speak about.156 

One handicap to self-initiative, Wilk identifies in the rigid, hierarchical structure 

and –orientation of Romanians.157 

In general, there is a wide gap between the findings by Wilk vs those by Hage-

mann. The root (or at least one root) of this gap may lay in the different age-

groups of the sample. 

Summarizing the above description of Wilk’s vs. Hagemann’s insights, the reason 

for their different views may be due to the different 

                                                 
154 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 71. 
155 It can not be said with certainty, weather this ‘hunger’ is purely voluntarily or much rather a result 
of the strong competition in the labour-market for good, well-paid jobs. 
156 see also chapter 4.3. 
157 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 72. 
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1.  time of fieldwork,158 

2.  sample-selection,159 

3.  expectation by Germans vs. Austrian, in what is considered ´a high level´  

 of ´eagerness to perform´. 

4. people they have been speaking about. 

Unfortunately, neither Hagemann nor Wilk have included this dimension in their 

studies. 

When analyzing and interpreting the empirical data in chapter 6, special attention 

will be given to the difference in Hagemann’s vs. Wilk’s findings. 

Certainly, personal performance strongly correlates and depends on a person’s 

self-responsibility, self-motivation and one’s sense of duty. Therefore, much of 

the dynamics and characteristics described in the previous chapter are valid, too, 

in the context ´attitude towards personal performance´ and the ´eagerness to per-

form well´. 

4.4.8 Mistrust the different and unknown 

Mistrust the different and unknown160: 

described by Hagemann 

Assessment of the new and unknown 

described by Wilk 

Romanians: Tend to mistrust strangers Romanians: Open towards the new and 
unknown 

Austrian: Skeptical towards the new 

The difference in the observations described above appears to be due to a different 

object of observations: Hagemann describes the mistrust against people; Wilk de-

scribes the openness towards new things, reforms, etc. 

                                                 
158 Wilk has conducted his fieldworks more then 7 years after Hagemann. During this period Roma-
nia has gone through dramatic and vast political, economical and .social changes. 
159 Wilk: Austrian / Romanians;  Hagemann: German / Romanian managers of joint-venture-
companies. 
160 This observation by Hagemann stands in contrast to her other observation in the category “Pas-

sivity: not self-driven and lack of self-responsibility“, where she speaks of the “Tendency to 
imitate the group and foreign cultures”. 
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Hagemann believes in a principally suspicious attitude of Romanians against 

strangers. She follows the opinion of Mungiu, who claims, that Romanians feel 

suspicious against people, who they do not know and quotes Ralea 161, who is of 

the opinion that Romanians see “first an enemy in the person he meets and only 

after he has known him well does he grant him confidence, but never com-

pletely….”162 

In contrast, Wilk draws his opinion from personal in-depth interviews about 

Romanians, which he conducted with Austrians.163 He explains that Romanians 

approach new things openly and with curiosity, especially if these innovations 

come from the West. He is of the impression that the evaluation and judgment 

about innovations is less distorted by prejudgments and fear of changes. 

From my personal experience, I can more agree to Wilk’s assessment, then to that 

of Hagemann. – How would Romanians have initiated and managed the vast 

reforms since 1989, if they wouldn’t have been open towards the new. The 

Romanians would not be able to coop with the uncertainties, dynamics and speed 

of the transformation-process, which – in these aspects – is unknow to 

Westerners.164 

                                                 
161 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 33. 
162 Ralea (1995), p. 81. 
163 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 78. 
164 Vgl. Breinbauer (2003), p. 29. 
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5 The Empirical Part of the Investigation 

Built on the theoretical model and the description of the cultural characteristics 

layed out in the previous chapters, this section is dedicated to the empirical part of 

the investigation and to give answers to the research-objectives165: 

• Can we varify the existance of cultural characteristics in managemnt 

and communication between Austrian and Romanian managers, which 

we have (hypotheically) described in Chapter 4.4.? 

• When determining the ‘Cultural Distance’, we will learn:  

Which of those cultural characteristics can potentially give reason for 

intercultural conflicts? 

• How do cultural characteristics and potential for conflicts differ with 

age of the people working together?166 

• Has the ‘cultural time lag’ been reduced compared to the ‘Expected 

Value’?167 How do the new data compare to Hagemann’s findings? 

• Suggest suitable measures to prevent potential conflicts. 

In the context of this research, it is assumed, that intercultural conflicts may arise, 

if Austrian managers attempt to put their management style and expectations 

(from Austria) for way of working and performance onto their Romanian 

                                                 
165 see Chapter 1.2. 
166 see Chapter 4.3. (for the definition of the different age-groups) and Chapter 5.1.2. (for the mode 
of implementation). 
167 see Chapter 3.2. and 2.4. 
Those values and behavioural patterns will show the biggest ´cultural time-lag´, which were the 
most entrenched under the ´old system´ and which have been the most valued and promoted under 
the old, communist system.  
Two indicators will be used to examine this progress (i.e. reduced ‘cultural time lag‘):  
1. the difference between the ‘Expected Value’ vs. the 3rd-party-image by Austrians. 
2. differences versus Hagemann’s results. 
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colleagues, without validating the compatibility of those values and believes, 

which are involved in the interaction process.168 

It will be necessary and interesting to have a closer, investigative look at the 

question: How far have the organizational behaviour-patterns remained rigidly 

entrenched in what has been learned under the old (political and economical) 

regime and how far it has already been adapted to the new rules. That relates back 

to the theoretical model of this study and to the issue of the ´culutural time lag´169. 

The results from the empirical survey will answer the question how big the ´ar-

rows´ indicating the ´cultural time-lag´ in Table 4 of chapter 3.2. still is. 

In the following, first part of this chapter, the empirical approach is described; in 

the second part, the results are discussed. 

5.1 The Methodology 

5.1.1 Selection of Research Design 

In order to identify those characteristics, which potentially lead to intercultural 

conflicts the design must be suitable to research and identify the cultural charac-

teristics of both national cultures. 

Through the interpretation of the findings it is the intention to formulate useful, 

practical hints, tips and indicators in order to understand better the other culture 

and thus become more efficient in ´decoding´ the behaviour of people from ´the 

other side´. 

It is rarely possible to reduce the choice of data-collection to one single dimen-

sion. This is especially true in a complex, intercultural environment.170 The study 

                                                 
168 see Chapter 2.4. 
169 see Table 4 in chapter 2.5. and description of the “cultural time lag” in chapter 2.4. 
170 Vgl. Atteslander (1984), p.70. 
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design makes use of qualitative and quantitative elements, which is a very com-

mon approach to choose.171  

The advantage herewith is, that the quantitative elements permit the findings to 

become more easily measurable and comparable. The qualitative elements, in ad-

dition, offer the advantage, that the research is not limited to the dimensions, 

which are already known (and which are measured in the quantitative part). – The 

open questions shed light on additional insights of potentially critical areas of con-

flict.172 The information gained from the in-depth-discussion with the interview-

partners also helps to better interpret and understand the research-findings.173 

5.1.2. Fieldwork Design 

In order to identify the best-suited design, two aspects had to be considered:  

1. The type of questions (i.e. closed, open) used in the questionnaire. – In a quali-

tative study, it is recommendable to use open questions, instead of closed ones. 

The answering-process with questionnaires containing several open questions 

should be accompanied and guided by an interviewer.174 

2. The relationship between researcher and respondent influences the quality of 

the answers and thus the information extracted from them. As described above,175 

Romanians are expected to have a strong sense of hierarchy and authority. A re-

searcher would – as Hageman’s finding suggest176 – be considered such an au-

thoritarian person. Anonymous forms on interviews would lead to uncertainty and 

mistrust on the respondent’s side, which in turn would influence the responses. 

As it is aimed at getting the highest quality, most reliable and authentic informa-

tion, it was decided not to conduct interviews via internet, mail or standard-

questionnaire-form sent out by f.e. post or fax. – Using such methods would have 
                                                 
171 Vgl. Lamnek (1989), p.37. 
172 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p.183. 
173 Vgl. Holzmüller (1995), p. 100. 
174 Vgl. Lamnek (1989), p.57. 
175 See Chapter 4.4.1. 
176 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 40. 
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meant to be taking several risks. They could jeopardize the desired quality of the 

work, in that the authenticity and depth of the answers could not have been se-

cured.177  

Atteslander178 distinguishes and categorizes the types of interviews on the grounds 

of  * the form of communication:  little à partially à highly structured 

 * the type of communication: orally, in writing. 

 Little structure Partially 
structured 

Highly structured 

Orally Type 1 Type 3 Type 5 

In writing Type 2 Type 4 Type 6 

Type 7 

Table 5: Types of Interviews acc. to Atteslander179 

Peter Atteslander points out, that interviews follow a system of reactions, which 

he describes in the “SàPàR-model”180. The individual question is the Stimulus, 

the interviewer is the Person and the response is the Reaction. The Reaction is in-

fluenced by the environment and by the setting of the interview as well as the per-

sons involved. According to this model, it is important to not only standardize the 

stimulus (i.e. the questions) but also to systematically control the environment and 

interviewer. The framework of the interview strongly impacts the (quantitative 

and validity of) information gained. The design (described below) is chosen in 

such way as to satisfy the SàPàR-model’s requirements in the best possible 

manner. 

The optimal approach which  

* would deliver the best quality information  

* under the given time-constraints and distances  

was considered to be the soft, personal (expert-)interview with partially structured 

questions, preferably conducted face-to-face, else by telephone.181.  

                                                 
177 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 163. 
178 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 159. 
179 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 159. 
180 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 138; SàPàR stands for Stimulus àPersonàReaction. 
181 Vgl. Lamnek (1989), p.37; Friedrichs (1973), p 224. 
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In the period between March and June 2006, twenty182 “Type-3”183 (personal, par-

tially structured) interviews have been conducted by myself, 10 with discussion-

partners from each country.  

Four interviews have covered the age-group184 of ‘below 35’, five the age-group 

‘36-50’ and one the age-group ‘over 50’. As this split of age-groups is not repre-

sented in a statistically satisfactory manner, no clusters will be built by this crite-

ria. Only indicatory information will be drawn from the responses with respect to 

the different age-groups. 

The discussions were held in English or German language, whichever was pre-

ferred by the respondent. Errors, which could potentially arise during the inter-

view-process in a foreign language, can more easily and best be dealt with during 

that personal discussion itself185, rather then during the translation process, later 

on. Though a compromise, it was however the best possible choice how to mini-

mize the errors and misinterpretations resulting from misunderstandings in the 

communication and errors from translations.  

The length of these interviews varied between 45 – 120 minutes186. I deliberately 

used the prepared forms as discussion guide, instead of as rigid ´questionnaire´. 

When the flow of the conversation appeared to make it beneficial to switch the 

order of questions, it was done so. 

Some of the questions have been quite personal and maybe confidential, too. The 

setting of the discussion and the ‘climate’ should facilitate to ensure a relaxed, 

trustful atmosphere, of the meeting187. Consequently, it was decided not to record 

the discussion on tape.188 The flexibility arising from the partially structured ques-

tionnaire189 and the ´confidence-building´ measures between the researcher and 

                                                 
182 See Chapter 5.1.2. for the explanation, why this sample-size was chosen. 
183 See Table 5 above (in Chapter 5.1.2). 
184 see Chapter .4.3. 
185 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 175. 
186 Vgl. Atteslander (1984), p. 110. 
187 Vgl. Friedrichs (1973), p.223; vgl. Lamnek (1989), p. 80. 
188 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 138. 
189 Vgl. Atteslander (1884), p. 161. 
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the respondent as described above were expected to contribute positively to the 

quantity of the responses.190 Complete anonymity has been guaranteed to all re-

spondents. The discussion-partner should not be hesitant to give away the maxi-

mum of information.191 

I have written (myself) the answers from the respondents directly into the avail-

able space on the discussion-guides. 

5.1.3. Questionnaire 

In order to be able to later compare the results with those of Hagemann (2000), a 

very similar questionnaire-design was chosen. However, taking into consideration 

also the findings by Wilk (2005), some open questions have been added.  

The interview-guide has been slightly adapted for each nationality (Romanian, 

Austrian); however leaving the fundamentals of content and structure unchanged. 

The draft of the interview-guide has been tested in two cases, to find out where 

adaptations and clarifications were necessary to facilitate a smoother discussion. – 

Only few changes have then become necessary in the structure and order of ques-

tions. 

Pilot-interviews have indicated192 that, the messages and responses from Austrian 

interview-partners speaking about Romanians are not very much different, be-

tween the respondents´ different age groups. 

                                                 
190 Vgl. Atteslander (1884), p. 163, 167. 
191 interesting to note the experience from Hagemann (2000), p. 188/189: 
„Eine der Führungskräfte, die bis zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt eine Frage beantworten wollte, 
wollte nicht mehr angerufen werden, da es im Unternehmen bereits aufgefallen wäre, dass sie 
„Subjekt der forscherischen Aufmerksamkeit“ geworden wäre. Als der deutsche Vorgesetzte dar-
aufhin um Rat gefragt wurde, erklärte er, die drei Führungskräfte wären sich unsicher, inwiefern sie 
weiterhin Rede und Antwort stehen dürften, da sie hierzu nicht ausdrücklich autorisiert wurden (ei-
ne ausdrückliche Erlaubnis seitens des rumänischen und deutschen Vorgesetzten bestand nur für 
die Interviewsituation). Die Führungskräfte befürchteten nun – obwohl sie den Forscher persönlich 
kennen gelernt hatten und Gelegenheit dazu hatten, ein Vertrauensverhältnis aufzubauen (Zusiche-
rung der Anonymität) – der Forscher sein ein „Spion“ der Muttergesellschaft und wolle deren Loyali-
tät zum rumänischen Unternehmen „überprüfen“. … Diese Erfahrung bestätigt zum einen nachträg-
lich die Richtigkeit der Entscheidung, persönliche Interviews mit den rumänischen Führungskräften 
durchzuführen, zum andren weist sie auf die Notwendigkeit hin, gerade in dieser Phase der Trans-
formation, die offensichtlich mit manchen Verhaltensunsicherheiten der Führungskräfte und Kom-
munikations-Hemmschwellen einhergeht, sich vor jedem Schritt mit dem deutschen bzw. rumäni-
schen vorgesetzten abzustimmen.“ 
192 See description in chapter 4.3. 
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The messages and responses from Austrian interview-partners speaking about 

Romanians, however, vary with the age of the Romanians, who the Austrian in-

terview-partner has made his/her experience with. To incorporate this circum-

stance, a separate question has been introduced in the questionnaire to indicate the 

age group.193 I believe that this could be an important improvement in this ques-

tionnaire-design and study, compared to Hagemann (2000) and Wilk (2005), who 

have not chosen to consider this differentiation! 

During the discussion the interview-partner had to answer each of the four blocks 

of closed, rating-questions. Five-point-scales are used to assign numbers to the 

qualitative dimensions in the questionnaire.194 The respondents had to assign a 

number 1 (=´is very true´) to 5 (=´Not true at all´) to each of the closed questions 

in the quantitative block of questions. With interval scales, the distances between 

the numeric values represent  

(1.) a ranking and  

(2.) illustrate proportionally the distance between assignments; i.e.: the distance 

between the value is equal the distance of the assignments.195 – Accordingly, it is 

most appropriate to use interval-scales for this research project. 

A five-point-scale was chosen for 2 reasons: 

1.) odd-numbered scales always have a neutral middle-category to which respon-

dents can relate to, if he/she is not completely sure. – It is better to use this, then a 

category ´I do not know´. 196 

2.) to make the results comparable to Hagemann.197 

After each quantitative block, respondents have been given the opportunity to add 

additional remarks, in the form of open questions. This made it possible to find 

out ever new issues and/or topics to discuss which gave valuable complementary 

                                                 
193 See description in chapter 4.2. 
194 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 262. 
195 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 265. 
196 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 183. 
197 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 68. - Hagemann has also used a five-point-scale 
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input for improved understanding of the answers and in order to paint the full pic-

ture.198 

5.1.4. Sampling and Recruitment of Interview-partners 

It was described above, that personal (expert-) interviews with partially structured 

questionnaires have been made. This research does not claim to provide nor intent 

to draw conclusions with statistically, significant certainties. It is thus not neces-

sary to work with an exact sample 199. 

In line with the research-objectives, the selection criteria for interview-partners 

consisted of: 

• Nationality 

• Respondent is working in a managerial position. 

• Age-group of the people, who the respondents have made their ex-

perience with.200 

• minimal 2 years of experience with the other nationality, either  

o from living in the other country or 

o from regularly working together with the other nationality on 

the work-place or 

o from having very frequent contacts with the other nationality 

f.e  due to marriage or close trade-partnerships. 

o The limit of 2 years was chose, because it was assumed that 

this is the minimum time necessary to collect sufficient experi-

ence in the interaction with the other nationality, to give well-

qualified and reasoned opinion. 

 

                                                 
198 Vgl. Friedrichs (1973), p. 226. 
199 Vgl. Friedrichs (1973), p. 234. 
200 see Chapter 4.3. and 5.1.2. 
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First, I have identified the persons who I know – from my personal experience – 

would meet the selection criteria. Then, I have asked my interview-partners for 

further contacts of interview-partners. 

I have approached the interview-partners in advance, by telephone and asked to 

serve for this research. They were explained the background and purpose of the 

research and have been given assurance, that their answers would be treated 

strictly confidential. An appointment for the interview was made in a location of 

their choice and comfort.201  

A personally important insight has been to learn, that it was very difficult to ´play´ 

different roles within the interview setting: 

1. the role of the “animator”202 (who tries to gain and extract the maxi-

mum information possible from the respondent)  

2. the role of the “cool listener” to these often fascinating stories and de-

tails.203 

3. to avoid leading and suggestive situations, which could influence the 

respondent in a certain way. 

Conducting the interviews and being able to learn from other people’s experience, 

to compare them with one’s own and therefore being able to widen one’s horizon 

has been a fascinating process and experience. 

 

5.2. Data Analysis 

The data-analysis obviously is closely related to the (qualitative and quantitative) 

type of method used, in the field-work- and questionnaire design. 

The closed questions refer to the following cultural characteristics of Romanians: 

                                                 
201 Vgl. Friedrichs (1973), p. 216. 
202 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 31. 
203 Vgl. Atteslander (1995), p. 135. 
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1. Hierarchical aspect 

2. Need for sense of security 

3. Creativity and ability to trouble shoot 

4. Time awareness 

5. Passivity, self-motivation, self-responsibility 

6. Attitude towards personal performance 

7. Mistrust the different and unknown 

8. Individualistic tendency and team-work-abilities 

9. Attitude to norms and ‘rule of law’ 

 

5.2.1. Approach for the Analysis of the Closed Questions 

On each of the closed questions (i.e. the quantitative part of the discussion-guide), 

the interview partners ranked certain dimensions of their own as well as the other 

culture.  

Five-point-scales are used to assign number  

1  = ”is very true” to  

5 = ”is not true at all”  

to each of the closed questions in the quantitative block of questions. 

Through this comparison of ´self-image´204 and ´3rd-party’s-image´205 potential 

intercultural conflicts have been discovered. 

The two charts below demonstrate the functionality behind the calculation: 

                                                 
204  Self-image or self-perception = „Selbstbild“(translation: Langenscheidts Handwörterbuch). 
205  = „Fremdbild“ (translation: myself). 
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Romanians

Self-Image 3rd-Party-Image

Austrians

 
Table 5: Visualization of Self-Image vs. 3rd-Party-Image 

Romanians Austrians

Median of Self-
Image by 

Romanians

Median of 3rd-
Party-Image by 

Romanians about 
Austrians 

Conflict-Potential as seen by 
Romanians

Median of Self-
Image by 
Austrians

Median of 3rd-
Party-Image by 
Austrians about 

Romanians

Conflict-Potential as seen by 
Austrians

vs vs

1 2 3 4

Table 6: Calculation-Model for the Conflict-Potentials 
 

STEP 1.: The median is calculated 
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 as a total from the answers of all respondents. 

 for each of the quantitative questions  

 for each of the four groups (see No 1-4-markings in Table 6.) 

 

The table below, shows an example of the result from ´Step 1.´:206 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI

-R
O

3P
(R

O
) -

->
AT

 

D
iff

SI
-A

T

3P
(A

T)
 --

>R
O

D
iff

Ex
pe

ct
ed

 v
al

ue
s 

(v
al

id
 fo

r R
O

)

3S1; 
3F1

Preference for a authoritarian leadership-style. -
->  Q: I / They take decisions, without 
consulting with my / their staff/team

 

STEP 2.: The magnitude of the cultural distance is determined: 

If one calculates the difference between the medians of ´self-image´ vs. the medi-

ans of ´3rd-party’s-image´, the result is an indicator for the cultural distance, i.e. 

the likelihood for conflicts! 

On the 5-point-scale, the median-difference can reach a maximum of 4. 

A median-difference of  

• 0 – 1  =  indicates ´no or small cultural distance´ 

• 1,1 – 2 = indicates ´considerable cultural distance´ 

• 2,1 – 3 = indicates ´significant cultural distance´ 

• 3,1 – 4 = indicates ´very high cultural distance´; which is actually large 

enough to represent a contradictory behaviour between the two cultures. 

                                                 
206 In the tables, the following coding is used: 
 RO stands for Romanian Managers 
 AT stands for Austrian Managers 
 SI-RO = Self-image by Romanians (about themselves) 
 SI-AT = Self-image by Austrians (about themselves) 
 3P(AT)àRO  = 3rd-Party-image by Austrian Managers about Romanian M.  
 3P(RO) à AT = 3rd-Party-image by Romanian Managers about Austrian M. 
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The areas with ´considerable-´, ´significant-´ and ´very high cultural distance´, are 

the areas, where conflicts may be expected and which therefore are worth focus-

ing on, in this investigation. 

“No or Small” Cultural Distance 
à No risk or Low risk of inter-cultural conflicts

Romanians Austrians

Median-Difference: > 1

Romanians Austrians

Median-Difference: = 1

“Considerable” to “Very High” Cultural Distance 
à Potential inter-cultural conflicts

 

Table 7: Visualization of different levels of cultural distances and the level of risk for inter-
cultural conflicts, which emerges from different levels of cultural distance 
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STEP 3.: Comparison of the Results with the Expected Value207 and inter-

pretation in the context of history, identity and culture208 

Romanian´s
Self-image

[SI-RO]

3rd-Party-Image 
by Austrians

about Romanians
[3P(AT)->RO]

Cross-check with 
expected ‘Cultural 

Characteristics’
and Hagemann 

 
Table 8: Process of analysis to determine the ´cultural lag´ 

 

The areas of potential conflicts are then compared with the ‘Expected Value’ and 

interpreted in the context of the lessons learned from the chapters on the Roma-

nian history, identity and culture as well as with the results of Hagemann. 

It is important to note, that the analysis is focused on the interpretation of the Ro-

manian culture. It does not go in depth on the issues around the Austrian culture. 

The chapters below describe how the individual questions contribute to the re-

search of the various cultural characteristics: 

                                                 
207 …to determine the extent of the ‘cultural time lag’… 
208 Vgl. Chapter 3.2.:  
The extent to which Romanian managers have adapted can be measured through the comparison 
of their culturally determined behaviour (from communist times) vs. the ´new´ behaviour, as dis-
played today. This information will show and help to answer the question, how far the organizational 
behaviour patterns remained rigidly entrenched in what was learned under communist rule. Those 
(old, ´communistic´) behaviours, which Romanian managers have not (yet) changed, are the ones, 
which are the culturally rigid and entrenched values. 
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5.2.2. Analysis of the Closed Questions 

5.2.2.1 Hierarchical aspect and Leadership Style 

Questions to determine the hierarchical aspect: 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’209 

3S1; 
3F1 

Preference for a authoritarian leadership-style. 
è They take decisions, without consulting with their staff/team 

1,2, (3)210 

3S8 
3F8 

Preference for a authoritarian leadership-style. 
è I / They usually need a strong leader to work well. 

1,2, (3) 

4S9 
4F9 

Need for consensus in the decision-making process 
è When taking decisions, they have a big desire for consensus. 

(3), 4, 5 

3S7 
3F7 

Team-work abilities 
è I / They usually work well in teams 

(3), 4, 5 

Questions to determine the preferred leadership style: 

Code Question Type of leadership style 

3S1 
3F1 

I / They take decisions, without consulting with 
my / their staff/team. 

Authoritarian 

3S2 
3F2 

I / They first consult with my / their staff/team 
and only then take decisions. 

Consultative 

3S3 
3F3 

I / They take decisions jointly with my / their 
staff/team. 

Democratic 

3S4 
3F4 

I / They delegate routine-decisions to my / their 
staff/team. 

Participative I 
(routine decisions) 

3S5 
3F5 

I / They delegate major/important decisions to 
my / their staff/team. 

Participative II 
(major / imp. decisions) 

3S6 
3F6 

My / Their leadership-style depends on the ex-
pectation of my / their staff/team. 

Meeting staff expectations 

   

   

                                                 
209 1 = “is very true”,  5 = “not true at all”. 
210 On the 5-point scale, he value „3“ represents the neutral position, which does not permit a clear 
assessment to either of the cultural dimension. – Only 1 & 2, resp. 4 & 5 are included in the analy-
sis. 
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5.2.2.2 Need for sense of security 

Questions to determine the sense of security: 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’211 

4S3 
4F3 

Need to be secured 
è I / They have the desire to ´protect my / their ass´. 

1,2, (3) 

4S7 
4F7 

Wish for clear instructions and guidelines. 
è I / They like clear instructions and guidelines, before deci-
sion-making 

1,2, (3) 

4S8 
4F8 

Wish to hear the boss’s opinion, before taking a decision. 
è Before deciding: I / they want to hear the boss’s opinion and 
expectations. 

1,2, (3) 

5.2.2.3 Creativity and ability to trouble shoot 

Questions to determine Creativity and ability to trouble shoot. 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’ 

4F6 
4S6 

Creative and innovative problem solving  
è I am / They are innovative / creative in problem solving. 
 

1, 2, (3)  

5.2.2.4 Time awareness 

Questions to determine time awareness: 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’ 

4F4 
4S4 

Do not keep appointments. 
è I / They keep appointments and come in time 

(3), 4, 5 

4F5 
4S5 

Tendency to slow decision making 
è I / They take decisions quickly 

(3), 4, 5 

 

                                                 
211 1 = “is very true”,  5 = “not true at all”. 
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5.2.2.5 Passivity, self-motivation, self-responsibility  

Questions to determine these dimensions: 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’212 

4F1 
4S1 

Lack of self-motivation 
è I / They like to take responsibility for my / their actions. 

(3), 4, 5 

4F2 
4S2 

Lack of self-initiative 
è I / They show self-initiative / self esteem 

(3), 4, 5 

5.2.2.6 Attitude towards personal performance 

Questions to determine personal performance 

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’ 

4F10 
4S10 

Weak personal performance 
è Getting the job done is all that matters in work relations 

(3), 4, 5 

5.2.2.7 Mistrust the different and unknown 

Questions to determine the level of mistrust to strangers and the attitude toward 

innovation and reforms.  

Code Culturally determined behaviour-pattern  
è Question 

‘Expected 
Value’ 

5F1 
5S1 

Mistrust strangers 
è When I /they meet a person for the first time, I / they tend to 
be careful and suspicious. 

1, 2, (3) 

5F2 
5S2 

Mistrust strangers  
è When I / they meet a person for the first time, I / they will not 
give him/her all my trust 

1, 2, (3) 

5F3 
5S3 

Attitude toward innovation and reforms 
è I think, I am / they are open and curious towards innovation 
and new developments. 

(3), 4, 5 

5F4 
5S4 

Attitude toward innovation and reforms 
è I / They do not like, if things change in life to much or too 
quickly. 

(3), 4, 5 

                                                 
212 1 = “is very true”,  5 = “not true at all”. 
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5.2.3. Open Questions 

5.2.3.1 Introductory Questions 

In the introductory phase of the interview, the respondents were asked the follow-

ing questions: 

Name / Position, Company, Tel, Email 
Description of experience in/with Romanians; reps. Austrians 
Age-group of the people usually dealt with: <35 / 36-50 / >50 

5.2.3.2 Questions on Leadership-style 

Besides the research of the leadership-style in the closed questions, the respon-

dents have been asked open questions to this matter, too: 

What are the reasons for the differences between the leadership-style of an 
Austrian vs. Romanian Manager? 

Please think of a typical situation, where you were able to observe the 
leadership-style of a Romanian / Austrian Manager.  
- How would you describe this leadership-style? 

Which are the typical differences in leadership, between Romanians and 
Austrians? 

Which aspects in the leadership of his/her subordinates are  
positively supporting the leadership by typical ´Romanian / Austrian Man-
ager´? 

Which aspects in the leadership of his/her subordinates are  
negatively supporting the leadership by typical ´Romanian / Austrian 
Manager´? 

After each set of closed questions, the respondents have been asked to ex-
plain in their own words: 
What are the reasons for the differences between the behaviours of an Austrian 
vs. Romanian Manager? 
 
When comparing your organizational-behaviour with the one of a Romanian Man-
ager: what does this show, compared to your personal-one? 

Which conditions must improve for increased efficiency in the cooperation be-
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tween Austrian and Romanian Managers? 

What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Romanian Man-
agers? 

What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Austrian Manag-
ers? 

What is your personal secret-of-success to improve the cooperation with Roma-
nian / Austrian Managers?  
Which concrete steps have you taken to improve the cooperation with Romanian / 
Austrian Managers? 

5.2.3.3 Questions on Creativity and Ability to Trouble shoot 

 

Do you know situations and/or aspects of decision-making by Romanian / Austrian 
Managers, which you would have expected or assumed, which however have 
been unknown to them? -- (f.e. being/delivering in-time, reliability, how meeting is 
held, leadership-style, …) 

…Have any of them been strange, new, unknown to Romanian Managers, f.e. be-
cause they have not previously been confronted with them? 

5.2.3.4 Other Open Questions to identify new Aspects 

 

Do you think that Austria and Romania are countries belonging to the same or to 
different regions in terms of business culture? 

What are the biggest differences between Western and your business culture? 

Do people usually say clearly and plainly, what they think, without understatement 
or over-politeness? ( Often / sometimes / rarely) à Reasons why? 

How much % do personal contacts contribute to successful business in Romania? 

Is it essential to develop good personal contacts before starting to do business?  
à Why is this so? 

Some people are usually just ´out for doing a quick deal´; others are working to 
create an on-going relationship. How many % of people in Romania usually look 
for ´a quick deal´ and how many for ´on-going-relationship´? 
Reason why, historical/sociological background. à Examples + anecdotes? 
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5.2.4. Approach for the Analysis of Open Questions 

The key words from the hand-written protocols have been copied into an Excel-

spreadsheet. Then, the qualitative questions were condensed and analyzed by 

means of the method by Mayring213.  

The answers to the open questions (see chapters 5.2.3. and 6.1. and 6.7.) have 

been clustered into individual categories, which correspond to the Cultural Char-

acteristics, as described in the chapters 4.4.1. – 4.4.8. 

The clusters were compiled separately for the answers from Austrian and Roma-

nian respondents.214 The data-analysis has been looked upon separately:  

• each cultural characteristic separately. 

• each question separately.  

• each nationality, separately.  

 

                                                 
213 Vgl. Lamnek (1989), p. 204. 
214 Vgl. Lamnek (1989), p. 203. 
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6. Empirical Results 

In the chapters below, the empirical results will be presented and discussed in the 

same order and structure, as Cultural Characteristics have been described in chap-

ters 4.4.1. – 4.4.8.215 

On the 5-point-scale, the median-difference can reach a maximum of 4. 

A median-difference of  

• 0 – 1  =  indicates ´no or small cultural distance´ 

• 1,1 – 2 = indicates ´considerable cultural distance´ 

• 2,1 – 3 = indicates ´significant cultural distance´ 

• 3,1 – 4 = indicates ´very high cultural distance´; which is actually large 

enough to represent a contradictory behaviour between the two cultures. 

The areas with ´considerable-´, ´significant-´ and ´very high cultural distance´, are 

the areas, where conflicts may be expected. 

Values to be assigned in the questionnaire were: 

1 = “very true” 

5 = “not true at all” 

In the tables below, the following coding is used: 

RO stands for Romanian Managers 

AT stands for Austrian Managers 

SI-RO = Self-image by Romanians (about themselves) 

SI-AT = Self-image by Austrians (about themselves) 

3P(AT)àRO  = 3rd-Party-image by Austrian Managers about Romanian M.  

3P(RO) à AT = 3rd-Party-image by Romanian Managers about Austrian M. 

                                                 
215 In the tables, the following coding is used: 
 RO stands for Romanian Managers 
 AT stands for Austrian Managers 
 SI-RO = Self-image by Romanians (about themselves) 
 SI-AT = Self-image by Austrians (about themselves) 
 3P(AT)àRO  = 3rd-Party-image by Austrian Managers about Romanian M.  
 3P(RO) à AT = 3rd-Party-image by Romanian Managers about Austrian M. 
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6.1. Hierarchical Aspect, Leadership Style and Attitude to 
Norms 

Questions to determine the hierarchical aspects (Table A): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI

-R
O

3P
(R

O
) -
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AT
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iff
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3S1; 
3F1

Preference for a authoritarian leadership-style. -
->  Q: I / They take decisions, without 
consulting with my / their staff/team

3,5 3,7 -0,2 3,8 1,8 2,0 1,2, (3)

3S8; 
3F8

Preference for a authoritarian leadership-style. -
->  Q: I / They usually need a strong leader to 
work well.

3,6 3,8 -0,2 3,9 1,7 2,2 1,2, (3)

4S9; 
4F9

Need for consensus in the decision-making 
process -->  Q: When taking decisions, I / they 
have a big desire for consensus.

2,6 2,4 0,2 3,1 2,7 0,4 (3), 4, 5

3S7; 
3F7

Team-work abilities -->  Q: I / They usually 
work well in teams

2,2 1,8 0,4 1,5 3,8 -2,3 (3), 4, 5

 

 

Questions to determine the preferred leadership style (Table B): 

Co
de Question

SI
-R

O

3P
(A

T)
 --

>R
O

Di
ff

3S1; 
3F1

I / They take decisions, without consulting with 
my / their staff/team.

3,5 1,8 1,7

3S2; 
3F2

I / They first consult with my / their staff/team 
and only then take decisions.

2,5 3,8 -1,3

3S3; 
3F3

I / They take decisions jointly with my / their 
staff/team.

2,4 4,0 -1,6

3S4; 
3F4

I / They delegate routine-decisions to my / their 
staff/team.

2,0 3,3 -1,3

3S5; 
3F5

I / They delegate major/important decisions to 
my / their staff/team.

3,9 4,4 -0,5

3S6; 
3F6

My / Their leadership-style depends on the 
expectation of my / their staff/team.

3,0 3,4 -0,4
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Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• Leadership-style and team-work abilities: Romanians’ self-image is close to 

their image of Austrian Managers and also close to the Austrian’s self-

image. No cultural conflicts because of leadership-style need to be expected 

from the Romanian’s view-point. 

• The self-image is very much different to the ‘Expected Value’ and to the 

Austrian’s image of Romanians.  

• When looking at Table 8 (on preferred leadership style) one finds the strong-

est agreement (=the lowest values) to those questions, representing the par-

ticipative management-style. 216       

The results certainly indicate that Romanians do not prefer an authoritarian 

management-style and do not think, they are practicing such style.  

• The younger Romanians (f.e. in the age group <35) feel so even stronger, 

compared to the 36-50-age-group. 

 
Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 

• The Austrian’s (3rd-party-) image of the Romanians is within the range of 

the ‘Expected Values’. 

• Leadership-style and team-work abilities: The cultural difference – as seen 

by Austrians – indicates ´considerable´ to ´significant´ cultural difference 

(values 0,8 – 2,3). The Austrians consider the Romanian’s leadership style 

to be much more authoritarian (1,8), then do the Romanians themselves 

(3,7). Similar is true for ´team-work abilities.  

• However: when looking specifically at the responses of Austrians, who have 

(most) experience with younger Romanians (f.e. of the age group <35), this 

cultural difference becomes smaller (´small – considerable´). 

• Data suggest, that there is a risk for inter-cultural conflicts (from Austrians´ 

point of view), which increases with age of the Romanian Managers. 

 

                                                 
216 see: 3S1 – 3S6 in the Table B. 
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Answers to the Open Questions on Leadership-Style: 

Austrian respondents´ comments in open questions on Romanian Managers  
(N = 10 respondents) 

When asking about differences in the leadership-style of Austrian vs. Romanian 

Managers, the aspect of hierarchy was the single most frequently quoted as being 

of major importance and the biggest difference between the two cultures! Austri-

ans feel stronger about this, then do Romanians. 

• authoritarian leadership- and management-style. (8 times) 

• dislike for responsibility (7 times) 

• expecting execution of orders (in the “military” sense),  

no tolerances. (5 times) 

• do not admit mistakes and points of weaknesses (4 times) 

• “management by improvisation” (4 times) 

• consulting with staff, before decision making is misunderstood as delegating 

power and loss of authority. (3 times) 

• loud and screaming communication with subordinates. (3 times) 

• no teambuilding. (2 times) 

• Older managers (>50years) do not promote the „high-potential“-subordinates 

because of fear from competition and loss of their own roles and/or job.(2 times) 

• Especially older and less educated staff misinterprets and abuse a “softer“, 

participative leadership style. Instead of taking this as a benefit for one’s per-

sonal or the company’s development, it is frequently misinterpreted as “weak-

ness”, of which one can take advantage of. (1 time) 

• The political situation allowed the Romanian managers freedom in their deci-

sion making only since a few years. It will need some more time to go over 

old routines, and to replace the old ´Apparatchiks´. - But at least: They are on 

the way (1 time) 
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• Romanian people like to be in a leading position, living a status symbol, but 

deep in their mind they can still not believe that they can act self responsibly. 
(1 time) 

• They still practice the behaviour-patterns they have learned from communist-

times, where such tactics helped to strengthen one’s position within the hierar-

chical, political (not result-minded) structure. (1 time) 

• A command structure is very important. They try and do act very friendly and 

open, but you can feel that behind this friendliness is a very strict hierarchy.” 
(1 time) 

• Young generation, who has already studied or been trained in the “West” (es-

pecially if so in USA) feel superior to locals. Interestingly, this has been his-

torically the case in the 19th century too, when Romanians went to France for 

training. After their training abroad (or may be in Western-business-schools 

within Romania), many “youngsters” believe that they are “better” then their 

counterparts. They then act arrogantly and authoritarian. They are often miss-

ing the “soft-skills” and the humbleness to realize, that their knowledge is 

“theoretical” and their habits are “trained” (often not credible and not authen-

tic). (1 time) 

Austrian respondents´ comments in the open question:   
“What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Romanian 
Managers?” 

• Romanians should be more self-confident in their abilities, their strengths and 

their success. 

• They should be less selective on which authority to respect. – Respect the 

competence in people, not their positions. 

• They should speak up more often and tell their opinion. Feel free to – pro-

actively – contradict their boss, if they think they know it better or if things 

start to go wrong. 

• Frequently I found, that Romanians do not like to be criticised. They easily 

feel offended. One must be very careful about how one formulates criticism. 
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Romanian respondents´ comments in open questions on Austrian Managers  
(N = 10 respondents) 

• Austrian Managers are team-oriented (7 times) 

• good leadership-skills, generally. (6 times) 

• uncompromising and tough (4 times) 

• give reasoning, explanation and justify their (authoritarian) decisions 
(4 times) 

• “cold”; “to some extent arrogant”, “know everything better” (4 times) 

• they do not care so much for the people and their private circumstances, as do 

our people. Austrians focus more on reaching the budgets and results. (2 times) 

• more delegation and target-orientation with target-checks instead  

of controlling every detail. (2 times) 

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings217 

• Self-perception of Romanians is very different to 3rd-party-image by Ger-

man Managers. For example: Germans think that Romanian Managers gen-

erally show an authoritarian leadership style, but Romanians prefer a non-

authoritarian leadership-style. 

 

Conclusion from the Closed and Open Questions 

Leadership-style and team-work abilities:   

The result from the closed-questions is somewhat surprising, compared to the 

‘Expected Value’, however much less surprising – as they are very similar – when 

taking Hagemann’s results into consideration. 

Looking at the different estimation of the cultural differences (judged by Romani-

ans vs. by Austrians) it is important to note, that the Romanians do not ´have a 

problem´ with Austrians, however: Austrians have a problem with Romanians. 

This ´problem´ is increasing with the age of the people Austrians are working 

with. 

                                                 
217 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 100. 
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The progress Romanians have made is impressive and many may think: ‘We have 

already gone all the way.’ The judgment on this issue is to a large extent a ques-

tion of ‘scaling’ and ‘shades of grey’s’. 

The underlying reason for this difference may be explained in two ways: 

1.) A conceptual difference for ´authoritarian leadership-style´: A level considered 

authoritarian by Austrians, may still be considered ‘not authoritarian’ by Romani-

ans. One could also says: Romanians have a different ‘tolerance level’: A behav-

iour Austrians would consider ‘authoritarian’, must not necessarily be considered, 

as such from a Romanian’s point of view.  

We have previously learned that Romanians quickly display a different behaviour, 

once they get promoted to a managerial level. Thus, it can be assumed, that also 

their perception of ‘hierarchy’ will change. 

2.) Different assessment of ´point-zero on the scale´:   

While Romanians compare their current leadership-style to the one practiced in 

communist-times (which to them, is less authoritarian now), Austrians compare it 

with the one practiced and experienced in their home-country. Romanians per-

ceive the magnitude of change (i.e. the ‘long way they have come already’) dif-

ferently compared to Austrians. As we have learned above, this may be due to 

Romanians living much more ‘in the present’, then in ‘the past’.  

The reason for the observed perceptual discrepancy may be, that the Romanian 

managers evaluate their leadership style in the light of their learning-progress re-

spectively their adaptation to the capitalist way of doing business, while the Aus-

trian managers probably measure the behaviour of Romanian Managers compared 

to the behaviour of Austrians ‘at home’. 

An other nuance is worth considering: The desire to be lead by a ‘strong hand’ is 

not to be confused with authoritarian leadership, per se.– There are various conno-

tations of ‘paternalism’ (see above) and ‘authority’. A ‘strong hand’ can be 

wished for in unstable times, full of changes and uncertainties of which the coun-

try had plentiful. It is difficult for ‘Westerners’ to comprehend and appreciate the 
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magnitude and complexity of changes and of mind-boggling developments - so-

cially, legally, economically – Romanians had to come to grips with over the past 

~ 15 years. All to often, this is not appreciated appropriately by the ‘Westerners’. 

If people realize a ‘strong hand’ is leading them to the benefit of the people and in 

people’s interest, not surprisingly, they follow him/her and want to please him/her 

and meet his/her expectations? – Would this be different in ‘old Europe’, had they 

a charismatic leader or share an ambitious goal?  

If Westerners explain their strongly authoritarian leadership that Romanians want 

a strong hand to lead them is – in my judgment – an excuse for those who failed to 

‘win people’s hearts’. 

 

Suggestion of Suitable Measures to Prevent Potential Conflicts 

The Leadership-style certainly constitutes a risk for conflicts, which must be dealt 

with. 

Some Romanians may to have learned to perform better on ´the long leash´. Aus-

trians should try to give Romanians ´the benefit of the doubt´ and try to apply a 

(much) less authoritarian leadership-style and only then fall back to it, if other 

means do not work.   

When interacting or communicating with others, Romanians give more attention 

to the relationship with the person then to the subject, aim or content of their ac-

tion itself. 218  First, one should try to establish an emotional bond, to get the right 

feeling of the ‘chemistry between people’, become comfortable dealing with the 

other person; only then: ‘business starts’. One matter of proof is: In meetings one 

does not jump right into the topic or agenda of the meeting. One takes its time to 

chat about one’s wellbeing, various niceties, family, weather, sports, etc. Only 

with time, almost ‘surprisingly’ the topic turns to business.  

                                                 
218 Note: this is valid not only for Romanians, but rather for several cultures in Central and South-
East-Europe. 
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Data shows some very inspiring, ‘good news’: As Romanians have started to 

change, they have obviously understood and accepted the need for change. They 

have the will and strive to adapt their management styles to Western business-

culture. How far they will want to or have to go is a different matter and is diffi-

cult to say. I am of the opinion, that there is not a single ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. 

Taking Todorova’s argumentation, the ‘West’ traditionally claims to know what is 

good for the ‘Balkans’. 219  

When looked upon from a wider perspective, the change will be a gradual one. It 

will be driven by individuals and go step-by-step, over a long period of time , em-

bracing both cultures. 

In short I would say: One must conquer the people’s heart! – That is not achieved 

quickly; it is a consequence of persistent, honest ‘work’ and repeated proof, that 

one cares for a relationship among equals.  

To be successful, one must address Romanians emotions and their latent sense of 

inferiority. One must study their history, convincingly attempt to learn their lan-

guage, act humble and honest, show interest in their religion and traditions.  

This is more easily achieved with the younger generation, then with the ‘above 

50´s’. More and more of the new generation of young Romanian managers work 

with and in lean, target-oriented structures, which demand an individual’s self-

responsibility and self-motivation. 

Hagemann too writes, that “the preference of Romanian mangers for an authori-

tarian leadership-style … is represented moderately. …[it] indicates, that Roma-

nian managers do not prefer an authoritarian leadership-style …” 220 

Many people, also from countries with long democratic and liberal traditions do 

not mind to be guided by a strong, charismatic personality, if they trust he/she is 

steering in right direction.  

On the other side: Which human on earth voluntarily and over long periods of 

                                                 
219 Vgl. Todorova (1999) p. 63. 
220 Hagemann (2000) p.83. 
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time prefers to be treated top-down? If humans would, why have the revolutions, 

which triggered the fall of the iron curtain, been successful? 

 

6..2. Need for sense of security 

Questions to determine the sense of security (Table C): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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4S7; 
4F7

Wish for clear instructions and guidelines. -->  
Q: I / They like clear instructions and 
guidelines, before decision-making

2,3 3,4 -1,1 2,8 1,5 1,3 1,2, (3)

4F8; 
4S8

Wish to hear the boss’s opinion, before taking 
a decision. --> Q: Before deciding, I /they want 
to hear the boss’s opinion and expectations.

2,2 3,2 -1,0 3,7 1,9 1,8 1,2, (3)

4F3; 
4S3

Need to be secured --> Q:  I / They have the 
desire to ´protect my / their ass´.

2,7 3,0 -0,3 3,4 2,1 1,3 1,2, (3)

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• In all aspects of ´sense of security´, Romanian Managers agree stronger to 

the questions then they do for the authoritarian leadership style.  

For Romanians it is especially important to hear the boss’s opinion  

(see lowest value 2,2 à is strongest agreement). 

• Romanians see no or only a small cultural distance to Austrians, in all as-

pects of ‘sense of security’. 

• Their self-image is within the range of the ‘Expected Value’. 

• The Romanian’s image of Austrian is very similar to Austrians’ self-image. 

• As could be observed in the aspect of hierarchy, here again the younger 

Romanians feel less the need for security. 
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Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 
• Austrians observe a ´considerable´ cultural distance, which is larger, then 

Romanians would agree to. Austrians believe, that Romanians want a very 

high level of security. 

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings221 

• As is with respect to hierarchical aspect and leadership-style: The Self-

perception of Romanians is very different to 3rd-party-image by German 

Managers. Romanian respondents did not see a relevant cultural distance. 

German respondents, however, did clearly see such distance. The potential 

conflicts Germans see root in the Romanians need for (too) detailed work in-

structions and (too) strong need to hear the boss’s opinion, before taking a 

decision. 

 
Conclusion and Suggestive Measures 

Both nationalities agree on the existence of a ´considerable´ cultural difference. 

On the aspect of ´sense of security´, the cultural distance is much larger then in 

the ‘leadership style’: While Austrian Managers are comfortable to decide without 

prior knowledge of their boss’s opinion (value 3,7), Romanians stay close to the 

‘Expected Value’ (2,2). The ‘cultural time lag’ still appears to be considerable. 

Each nationality believes that the other wants a higher level of security, then the 

respective nationality would ´admit´ itself.  

This disproportion is a strong indicator for potential conflicts, as each one blames 

the other for something222, that the other nationality is not willing to admit (or ac-

cept). 

The reason for this different perception may (as described above) again be due to 

a different assessment of ´point-zero on the scale´. – Maybe also, Romanians want 

to be perceived as more adapted to new organizational behaviour-patterns, then 

they actually are.  

                                                 
221 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 106. 
222 i.e. to strive for a level of security. 
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The ´good news´ is: If Austrians believe in Romanians´ very strong wish and need 

for clear instructions and if Austrians meet this need, Romanians will perform 

very well. However, Austrians should keep in mind, not become ´arrogant´ in this 

matter. – Else, proud Romanians may easily feel offended. 

 

6.3. Creativity and ability to trouble shoot 

Questions to determine creativity and ability to trouble shoot (Table D): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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4S6; 
4F6

Creative and innovative problem-solving -->  
Q: IIam / They are innovative and creative in 
problem-solving.

2,0 2,9 -0,9 2,6 1,7 0,9 1,2, (3)

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• With a value of 0,9, the value is within the range of expectation. 

• The cultural distance can be considered small. 

 
Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 

• Also from the Austrian’s view point, the cultural distance is small. 

When looking at the age-group-clusters, the picture is the same. 

• The value Austrians assign to Romanians (1,7) is indicating that they have 

more confidence in the Romanians´ problem-solving-competence, then do 

the Romanians themselves. Obviously, Austrians ´admire´ something, that is 

´nothing special´ to the Romanians. 

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings223 

• Neither German Managers nor Romanian see potential inter cultural con-

flicts in the dimension of finding innovative, creative solutions. 

                                                 
223 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 127. 
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Conclusion 

As the cultural distance is small, no potential for inter-cultural conflicts can be 

identified. Austrians even consider this cultural characteristic an asset. 

6.4 Time Awareness 

Questions to determine the time-awareness (Table E): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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4F4; 
4S4

Do not keep appointments. --> Q: I / They 
keep appointments and come in time

2,2 2,2 0,0 2,0 2,7 -0,7 (3), 4, 5

4F5; 
4S5

Tendency to slow decision making
--> Q:  I / They take decisions quickly

2,5 2,3 0,2 2,4 3,9 -1,5 (3), 4, 5

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• Romanians say of themselves, that they keep appointments (quite) well. 

They think, they perform equally well as do Austrians, in this respect. 

• This result is surprising because of its difference to the ‘Expected Value’. 

The intention for question 4F4/4S4 was to get an insight of how reliably 

Romanian Managers keep deadlines. Maybe it was not optimal to ask a 

question with ´appointment´. – Appointments may be treated differently 

then deadlines, because they involve f.e. a (foreign) guest. – To let a guest 

wait is handled differently by Romanians, compared to missing a deadline 

for a task, for example. 

• In ‘speed of decision making’, Romanians think they perform comparably 

well as they do with ´appointments´, but ´admit´, that Austrians are (little) 

better. 

• As there is no cultural difference and both nationalities are on similar ´good 

levels´, no problems must be expected, from the Romanian side, for both cri-

teria.  
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Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 
• On the question of ´keeping appointments´, Austrians´ 3rd-party-image for 

Romanians is not quite as good (but not much different: 0,5) as is the Roma-

nians self-image, but … 

• … it is almost as good as is Austrian´ own self-image on this question. 

Therefore, also from Austrians point of view, no cultural conflicts must be 

expected. 

• The picture looks very different for the question around ´decision making´.  

Here, the Austrians´ self-image and the one on Romanians is quite different 

(SI-AT: 2,4 vs 3P-ATàRO: 3,9), indicating a ´considerable cultural dis-

tance´. This distance is smaller however, when one looks at the answers of 

Austrians, who deal more with younger Romanian Managers. 

Austrian respondents´ comments in the open question:  
“Do you know situations and/or aspects of decision-making by Romanian 
Managers, which you would have expected or assumed, which however have 
been unknown to them?” 

• It is very well visible, that decisions are not made in a same style, as we are 

used to. When you work with the public sector, where the managers are gener-

ally older, decisions drag on forever. (1 time) 

• Do not try to rush appointments and meetings. Take your time. You do not 

just sit down, rush through the agenda, tick off point by point and the meeting 

is over. Take your time, to warm up, get to the point and take the time to go 

through them. In discussions, you will have to remind Romanians often of 

what the meeting objective is and bring the discussion back to the point. (1 time) 

• Older people trust in their ‚good personal connections. They believe that – as 

managers – they must not work so hard, anymore. They want to organize, con-

trol and send people around. They wait, that customers come to them and ask 

for the goods or services. They are not used to actively sell and promote their 

products. (1 time) 
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Comparison with Hagemann’s findings224 
• Romanians admire the Germans´ punctuality and diligence. They assign 

both, to Germans and themselves, a high level of punctuality. 

• Romanians fear, that Germans´ miss to comprehend changes in the envi-

ronmental conditions and/or neglect immediate and/or urgent issues, because 

they have their eyes too much on the compliance with strategies and plans. 

This is a potential risk factor, in the eyes of Romanians. 

• Romanians do not think they need longer decision-times then do Germans. 

The fact, that Romanians apply different standards and expectations then do 

Germans is a potential risk factor, in the eyes of Germans. 

 
Conclusion and Suggestive Measures 

´Keeping appointments´ is not a reason for conflicts to either nationality.  

This is a surprise, given that the data differs from the ‘Expected Value’ as well as 

from Hagemann’s results. Progress appears to have been made with respect to this 

characteristic. It may be claimed, that the ‘cultural time lag’ has been reduced.  

For ´decision making´, Romanians have a very different perception compared to 

the Austrians. While Romanians are satisfied with their performance, Austrians 

think that they (Romanians) still have a good way to go, until they reach Austrian 

´standards´. This reaches a level of ´considerable risk´ for intercultural conflicts, 

which is increasing with age of the Romanians worked with. 

Most West Europeans have learned that f.e. Swedes or Germans have a different 

concept of time compared to the Italians or Spanish. To avoid potential inter-

cultural conflicts, Austrian Managers would be well advised to accept that Roma-

nian Managers have a different concept of time225 and to learn how to deal with it. 

6.5. Passivity, self-motivation, self responsibility 

Questions to determine: Passivity, self-motivation, self-responsibility (Table F): 

                                                 
224 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 122. 
225 see Chapter 4.4.3. 
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Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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4F1; 
4S1

Lack of self-motivation. --> Q: I / They like to 
take responsibility for my /their actions.

3,0 2,6 0,4 1,9 4,1 -2,2 (3), 4, 5

4F2; 
4S2

Lack of self-initiative
--> Q:  I / They show self-initiative / self 
esteem.

2,5 2,4 0,1 1,8 2,5 -0,7 (3), 4, 5

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• Romanians believe in the existence of a small cultural difference, which has 

no effect, conflict wise (value-diff: 0,2-0,4). 

• To take on responsibility appears to be more difficult to Romanians, then 

showing self-initiative. – That is intuitive to understand: taking on responsi-

bility has to do with ´braveness´, which is a question of personality; self-

initiative is an issue of ´will´, if associated with ´diligence´ and ´hard work´. 

• Their self-image is (so much) better then the ´’Expected Value’´. 

They have a better image of Austrians, for both criteria (self-motivation and 

self-initiative), then of themselves. – Both these factors may be indicators 

that Romanians strive to improve on these parameters. For self-initiative, 

they feel to be very close with Austrians; for self-motivation they believe the 

gap to be still wider. 

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 
• Austrians think that their performance is superior, to that of Romanians´; but 

not by much! There assessment is much better then the ´‘Expected Values’. 

• From all the empirical data, the dimension of ‘taking on responsibility’ 

shows the biggest cultural distance (value: 2.2).   

However, Austrians think that this is (the other-)one characteristic, where 

conflicts are less likely, when working with younger Romanians. 
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Comparison with Hagemann’s findings226 
• Romanian Managers have a high image of their self-motivation and self-

responsibility, which the Germans do not share at all. Germans think that 

both (self-motivation and self-responsibility) are not highly developed 

among Romanians. This discrepancy may well give reasons for conflicts. 

 
Conclusion 
Romanians´ 3rd-party image for both criteria ranks lower then the Austrians´ self-

image, which shows, that the Romanians think their performance is comparable to 

the one of Austrians.   

Austrians in contrast, think they perform much better then the Romanians.  

Both nationalities are aware of some degree of cultural distance. Romanians esti-

mate it to be small, Austrians think it is ´significant´. 

To Austrians’ the distance appears (much) larger, then to Romanians.   

This very difference in each other’s self- vs. 3rd-party image certainly has the po-

tential to cause inter-cultural conflicts  

As indicated above227 , Romanians may compare their performance on the ad-

vancement they have made (i.e. on the path, they have already gone), while Aus-

trians are ´bench-marking´ the status quo in comparison to their home-country. 

6.6. Attitude towards Personal Performance 

Questions to determine the attitude towards personal performance. (Table G): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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4S10; 
4F10

Weak personal performance
--> Q: Getting the job done is all that matters 
in work relations.

3,3 2,7 0,6 2,0 3,4 -1,4 (3,), 4, 5

 

                                                 
226 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 115 – 116. 
227 see Chapter 6.2. 
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Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• Romanians perceive a slight cultural difference, giving Austrians a some-

what (-0,6) better value then themselves. No relevant cultural distance and 

conflict-potential from the Romanians´ point of view. 

• Their self-image is (still) within the range of the ‘Expected Value’. 

 
Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 

• Austrians´ assessment of Romanians is less favourable, then vice-versa, but 

in line with Romanians’ self-assessment. Therefore generally, no problems 

must be expected. 

• Austrians claim to be ‘considerably’ more performance-driven, then Roma-

nians.  

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings228 

• Romanians “admire” Germans for being so performance-driven. 

• Germans too say, that Romanians are very performance-driven. – The Cul-

tural distance has started to narrow. No risk for inter-cultural conflict. 

 
Conclusion 

This picture looks similar to some discussed above229: Romanians do not see a 

problem in this cultural characteristic, which however – to Austrians – has con-

siderable potential for inter-cultural conflicts. Romanians believe that they have 

caught-up with the Western (Austrian) performance-requirements.   

Progress has been made to narrow the cultural distance. A trend, which Hagemann 

has already observed in its early stage, has been progressing.  

It becomes even more clear, when comparing the age-groups: For younger people 

it is fair to say, that the cultural time lag has already closed completely.  

Austrian´s self-image is better then the 3rd-party-image by the Romanians, which 

is an area of potential conflict, if Austrians ‘show off’ and are not humble in their 

behaviours. Inter-cultural conflicts may also arise, when Austrians will have to 
                                                 
228 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 126. 
229 see Chapter  6.1. 
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admit, that Romanians are performing stronger, then Austrians themselves. – This 

may become apparent, when Romanians are put in top-managerial positions 

within international organisations and become boss of Austrians. 

 

6.7. Mistrust the Different and Unknown 

Questions to determine the level of mistrust to strangers and the attitude toward 

innovation and reforms. (Table H): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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5F1;
5S1

Mistrust strangers
--> Q: When I /they meet a person for the first 
time, I / they tend to be careful and suspicious.

2,0 2,3 -0,3 3,3 1,5 1,8 1, 2, (3,)

5F2;
5S2

Mistrust strangers 
--> Q: When I / they meet a person for the first 
time, I / they will not give him/her all my trust.

1,7 2,0 -0,3 2,2 1,5 0,7 1, 2, (3,)

5F3;
5S3

Attitude toward innovation and reforms
--> Q: I think, I am / they are open and curious 
towards innovation and new developments.

1,5 3,0 -1,5 2,0 2,0 0,0 (3,), 4, 5

5F4;
5S4

Attitude toward innovation and reforms
--> Q: I / They do not like, if things change in 
life to much or too quickly.

2,5 3,3 -0,8 2,3 2,0 0,3 1, 2, (3,)

 

Cultural Distance as seen by the Romanians 
• Mistrust: 

Romanian Managers see only a minute cultural distance and thus no poten-

tial conflicts. Also, their self-image corresponds to the ‘Expected Value’. 

• Innovation & reforms:  

Romanians feel that they are much more reform-minded, then Austrians. 

This fact does not mirror on the Austrians´ side, which may well develop to 

a potential for inter-cultural-conflicts. 
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Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 
• Mistrust: 

Austrians identify a ‘considerable cultural distance’ they feel, Romanians 

were much more careful and suspicious toward strangers, then Austrians 

themselves and then is Romanians´ self-image.  

Romanians see Austrians as ‘considerably’ more suspicious, then the Aus-

trians see themselves and so do Austrians vs. Romanians. 

• Innovation & reforms:  

Austrians describe themselves as ‘pro-reforms’ and assign the same level to 

Romanians, as to themselves.  

Austrians are generally considered and associated with being conservative.  

Looking at this data, the self-image of Austrians and also the 3rd-party-image 

of Romanians about Austrians is surprisingly ‘pro-openness’, ‘pro-

innovation’ and ‘pro-open-to-strangers’.  

The reason for this may lay in the fact, that Austrians working abroad over 

years tend to be more open-minded, then the general public. 

An other reason for the small cultural-distance may be biased, in that re-

spondents like to present themselves as ‘modern, dynamic and drivers of re-

form’. 

Open Question:  

Is it essential to develop good personal contacts before starting to do business? 

Why is this so? 

• Yes, because in communist times one couldn’t achieve anything, without po-

litical influence and support. 

• Yes, it is a door openers to strangers. 

• Yes, it helps to establish personal contacts, beyond the pure businesses-

interest. 
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Austrian respondents´ comments in the open question:   
“What is your personal secret-of-success to improve the cooperation with Ro-
manian Managers? Which concrete steps have you taken to improve the coop-
eration with Romanian / Austrian Managers?” 

• Surprise them with quick decisions. If the other side sees, that you have the 

competence to decide yourself and do so quickly, you are considered ‘the 

boss’. As boss, you are an authority, with all the consequences, that go with it, 

in Romania. 

• Respect them and show it: Never forget to ask for their opinion, ask them for 

their decision, discuss, and explain. 

• Listen, explain, ask and demonstrate. But also: control and double-check. 

Lead through example. Take one step at a time. 

• Show firm and strong leadership but trust in Romanians’ improvisation skills. 

Do not stick too rigidly to how you want to make things work and run. Give 

them space and allow them to improvise. – Try to understand the way they 

want to make it happen.  

It will work out. 

• Many Romanians feel inferior, compared to Westerners. Show them, that you 

take them serious and that you work on equal terms with them. Do not put 

yourself above them.  

• Show you care for them, show them your interest in them; also in their private 

life, their families and their problems. Show your concern. Try to be helpful, 

in various ways. 

• Ask for their routines, explain Austrian routines, discuss the advantages of 

both ways, do not force a decision, let them think about it, ask and discuss 

again. 

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings230 

• Mistrust is closely linked to fear of underperformance in the eye of the Ger-

man boss or to loosing the job (to another Romanian). The fear to loose the 

                                                 
230 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 128. 
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job is a reason why Romanians dislike teamwork.  

Intercultural conflicts can appear, if German and Romanian managers mis-

trust each other. 

 
Conclusion 

The objective of this set of questions was to test the findings of Hagemann and 

Wilk: Hagemann believes in a principally suspicious attitude of Romanians 

against strangers..231   

Wilk claims, that Romanians approach new things openly and with curiosity, es-

pecially if these innovations come from the West. He draws his opinion from per-

sonal in-depth interviews about Romanians, which he conducted with Austri-

ans.232 

The mistrust and suspicion, which people have against each other constitutes a 

considerable risk for inter-cultural conflicts, if Austrians do not manage to gain 

the Romanians´ trust in an early stage of cooperation and communication!233 

As Hagemann has pointed out: mistrust is linked to fear for the job234. During 

communist times, the jobs (though not the position and rank in the cooperative) 

were secured. In the new capitalist set-up, this level of security is gone. That is a 

situation, Romanians have obviously not fully got used to.235 

It has been mentioned above how important it is, to have a sound personal rela-

tionship with Romanians, who one deals with! The answers to the open questions 

confirm previous insights: to show respect, to listen, to ask and to explain. To lead 

by example and to take one step at a time, to show interest in their private life, etc. 

The answers also raise new aspects:   

 * Quick decision-making is a sign for strength and authority.  

                                                 
231 see Chapter 4.4.8. 
232 Vgl. Wilk (2005), p. 78. 
233 see what has been said in Chapter 4.4.5: “First you must win the Romanian’s heart, only then 
you start building a business co-operation upon it.” 
234 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 129. 
235 It is –however – worth reflecting on the question: How many Austrian fully embrace this job-
competition? One must only have a look at the share of workforce in the (protected) public sector. 
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 * to trust in Romanians’ improvisation skills and allow for space   

  to improvise. 

The cultural distance in the aspect of ‘reform-mindedness’ is generally very small 

for both nationalities. Inter cultural conflicts may arise, if Romanian managers 

show their Austrian colleagues, that they are too conservative when it comes to 

implement changes or to adapt to new ways of working. 

 

6.8. Individualistic Tendency and team-work-abilities 

Questions to determine like/dislike for team work (Table I): 

Code
Culturally determined behavior-pattern  + 
Question SI
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3S7; 
3F7

Team-work abilities -->  Q: I / They usually 
work well in teams

2,2 1,8 0,4 1,5 3,8 -2,3 (3), 4, 5

 

Cultural Distance as seen by Romanians 
• Romanians’ self-image on team-work abilities is close to their image of 

Austrian Managers and also close to the Austrian’s self-image. 

• The self-image is much different to the ‘Expected Value’ and to the Aus-

trian’s image of Romanians.  

 
Cultural Distance as seen by the Austrians 

• The Austrian’s (3rd-party-) image of the Romanians is within the range of 

the ‘Expected Values’. 

• The cultural difference in the Team-work abilities – as seen by Austrians – 

indicates ´considerable´ to ´significant´ cultural difference (values 2,3). 

This is also reflected in the answers to the open question236, where two Aus-

trian respondents criticised the lack of team-building among Romanian staff. 

                                                 
236 see Chapter 6.1. 
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• However, when looking specifically at the responses of Austrians, who have 

(most) experience with younger Romanians (f.e. of the age group <35), this 

cultural difference becomes smaller (´small – considerable´). 

• Data suggest, that there is a risk for inter-cultural conflicts (from Austrians´ 

point of view), which increases with age of the Romanian Managers. 

 
Comparison with Hagemann’s findings237 

Hagemann’s findings are based on only one single of respondent’s claim, that 

Romanians lack team-spirit. This lack her respondent claims to be a reaction to 

the fear of giving away competence, loosing influence, therefore power and fi-

nally the job. 

 
Conclusion on 

Looking at the different estimation of the cultural differences (judged by Romani-

ans vs. by Austrians) it is important to note, that the Romanians highly value the 

Austrians´ team-spirit and team-building competence.   

Austrians however ‘have a problem’ with Romanians. This ´problem´ is increas-

ing with the age of the people Austrians are working with. 

 

                                                 
237 Vgl. Hagemann (2000), p. 133. 
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7. Conclusion and Personal Remarks 

The economies of Romania and the (current) EU-countries are growing closer to-

gether. Country borders become less visible. People travel more frequently within 

this region. Societies are moving closer together and cultures exchange and influ-

ence each other.  

Companies are expanding, investing and merging across borders. When compa-

nies intensify their cooperation, people of different cultural backgrounds are put 

together, to work. With companies merging, they grow together in all aspects. 

From distinguished, separate ‘hardware’ (such as factories, stock,. etc.) and ‘soft-

ware’ (legal framework, people, skills, corporate culture, etc) one economical unit 

emerges. In the course of such integration, people’s roles, traditions and customs 

change. Political, structural, cultural and human problems must be managed.238 

The important role of cultural factors in the course of such (corporate) integration 

is widely understood, not at least as mismanagement of inter-cultural differences 

can lead to misunderstandings, conflicts and frequently to failure of M&A-

projects.239 In the course of a sound integration-management, inter-cultural differ-

ences must be accounted for. Best is, to make use of cultural synergies and to in-

tegrate the needs and desires of the people involved. 

In this framework, it was the aim of this study to identify cultural characteristics 

in management and communication between Austrian and Romanian managers, 

which can potentially give reason for intercultural conflicts. The findings were 

further evaluated with respect to how results differ with age of the people working 

together. 

The empirical data in this study showed, that managers from both nationalities – 

Romania and Austria – can identify potential conflicts in their daily communica-

tion and managerial work. Romanians have estimated the significance of those 

                                                 
238 Vgl. Grüter (1990), p 81 ff. 
239 Vgl. Gugler (1992), p. 93. 
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cultural characteristics less dramatic then did the Austrians.   

Romanian managers are changing their managerial behavior. They are progressing 

and they know where they want to go. They think they are further, then they are 

from the Austrian’s perspective. Both (nationalities) must be patient and respect 

the progress that was made! Romanians must learn, that they have not yet reached 

their target (if there ever is a final stage to be reached).  

Austrians – on the other side – must show Romanians (more) openly their appre-

ciation and respect for the path the Romanians have gone and what they already 

have accomplished! Austrians would be well advised to remember the need for 

reforms within their own environment and home-country. They should reflect on 

the difficulties and (slow) speed which reforms are taking there. – That would 

make them more humble. 

The table below summarizes the empirical results: 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Hierarchical 
Aspect, Leader-
ship Style and 
Attitude to 
Norms 

Desire and need 
for a ‘strong hand’ 
to give guidance 

Authoritarian 
leadership style 

Tendency to 
disrespect rules 
and laws 

Dislike of rules 
and structured 
planning 

…, all of which 
are historically 
determined (from 
communist- and 
osman-empire 
times). 

The aspect of hierarchy is observed 
differently by Austrians vs. Roma-
nians  
 

Romanians think their leadership-
style and teamwork abilities are 
comparable to Austrians’. 

Austrians say Romanians’ leader-
ship style is much more authoritar-
ian, then theirs. Possibly this is due 
to a different tolerance level for 
authority. 

Romanians do not prefer an authori-
tarian management-style and do not 
think, they are practicing such style. 

Hagemann: 
Self-perception of Romanians is 
very different to 3rd-party-image by 
German Managers. 

 

Perception continues to be 
different between Romani-
ans and Austrians (as it was 
the case with Germans.) 

Romanians say, the CD is 
smaller.  

Austrians say cultural dis-
tance has not become much 
smaller. With younger peo-
ple it is better. 

Romanians have understood 
and accepted the need for 
change and started to do so. 

Dislike of an authoritarian 
management-style indicates 
a change away from histori-
cally determined and ex-
pected cultural characteris-
tic. 

Austrians see a 
´considerable´ to 
´significant´ risk  

 

Romanians see no 
to small potential 
for inter-cultural 
conflicts. 

Try to apply a participative management 
style. - Give people ´the benefit of the 
doubt´. Distinguish carefully between ‘peo-
ple’s maturity’. 

Lead by example! 

Give reasoning, explanation and justify 
their (authoritarian) decisions  

Formulates criticism carefully. 

Fall back on authoritarian leadership-style 
only if other means do not work. 

Show you care for the people’s needs and 
interests and for their private circumstances 
and problems. 

Establish an emotional bond with the people 
involved. – First ‘conquer the people’s 
heart’, only then ‘get down to business’. 

Address Romanians emotions and their la-
tent sense of inferiority. Encourage them to 
be more self-confident in their abilities and 
to speak up to express their opinion. 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Need for sense of 
security 

Need for (clear) 
instructions, 
guidelines, opin-
ions and/or orders 
from the authori-
ties 

Both nationalities agree on the exis-
tence of a ´considerable´ cultural 
difference. 

Romanians agree they like clear 
instructions and guidelines and need 
to be secured. It is important to hear 
the boss’s opinion before decision 
making. 

Romanians want to be perceived as 
more adapted to new organizational 
behaviour-patterns, then they actu-
ally are. 

The Romanian’s image of Austrian 
is very similar to the Austrians’ self-
image. 

Austrians believe, that Romanians 
want a very high level of security. 

Hagemann: 
The Self-perception of Romanians 
is very different to 3rd-party-image 
by German Managers, who think 
that Romanians have a strong need 
for security. 

Austrians observe a 
´considerable´ cultural dis-
tance, which is larger, then 
Romanians would agree to. 

Younger Romanians feel 
less the need for security 

Each nationality believes 
that the other wants a higher 
level of security, then the 
respective nationality would 
´admit´ itself. 

Not much progress made in 
reducing the cultural dis-
tance, compared to the ex-
pected cultural characteris-
tic and compared to Hage-
mann’s research. 

Exist strong indica-
tor for a consider-
able potential for 
conflicts. 

Romanians express 
clearly the need for 
clear instructions 
and guidelines, 
while Austrians like 
Romanians to be 
more self-
responsible. 

 

Support, motivate and coach Romanians to 
take decisions faster and become more self-
responsible. Praise ‘success stories’. 

Respect and praise Romanian managers for 
the progress they are making  

Lead by example! 

Show them, that wrong decisions do not 
automatically jeopardize their job-security. 

Remember the Romanians’ latent sense of 
inferiority. – Be supportive and not ‘teachy* 
or ´arrogant´, else, proud Romanians may 
feel offended. 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Creativity and 
ability to trouble 
shoot 

Associative 
approach  

Find of innovative 
and creative 
solutions to 
problems 

The cultural distance is small and 
within the range of expectation. 

Austrians give more confidence in 
the Romanians´ problem-solving-
competence, then they do them-
selves 

Hagemann: 
Neither German Managers nor Ro-
manian see potential inter cultural 
conflicts. 

The cultural distance is 
small. 

No potential for in-
ter-cultural con-
flicts 

Learn from Romanian managers new ways 
of finding innovative and creative solutions. 

This opens the door for a 2-way-learning-
experience, which raises the level of trust 
and confidence. Also, it addresses 
Romanian´s latent feeling of inferiority as 
well as their need for praisal and (job-) 
security. 

Time awareness Tendency not to 
keep deadlines 
and appointments 

Slow decision-
taking 

Focus on presence 

Romanians’ self-image: 
* keeping appointments similar as 
Austrians. 
* ‘decision making’: similar though 
not quite as fast as Austrians. 

Austrians’ 3rd-party-image: 
* similar to Romanian’s self-image.. 
* ‘decision making’ is slow. 

Hagemann: 
Romanians assign both, to Germans 
and themselves, a high level of 
punctuality. They do not think they 
need longer decision-times then do 
Germans. 

Keeping appointments: 
no cultural distance 

Decision-making: 
‘considerable’ cultural 
distance. 

 

Keeping 
appointments: no 
risk for cultural 
conflicts 

Decision-making: 
‘considerable’ risk 
for cultural conflicts. 

Austrian Managers should accept that 
Romanian Managers have a different 
concept of time and to learn how to deal 
with it  

Allow for longer decision times, where 
possible. 

Training and coaching in time-management 
and decision-processes. 

Learn to use synergies from the different 
time-concepts of Romanians vs. Austrians. 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Passivity, self-
motivation and 
self-
responsibility 

Confidence in 
one’s own abilities 
is weak. 
Self-confidence is 
weak. 
Self-motivation is 
low. 
Self-initiative does 
not pay-off. 
Tendency to 
imitate the group 
and foreign 
cultures. 
Try to avoid 
taking on 
responsibility. 

Romanians believe the cultural dif-
ference is small.  
Their image of Austrians’ for self-
motivation and self-initiative is 
somewhat better then their self-
image. 

Romanians think their performance 
is comparable to Austrians. They 
think they perform superior. 

To take on responsibility is more 
difficult to Romanians, then to show 
self-initiative. 

Austrians’ image of Romanians is 
very good; better then the 
´‘Expected Values’. 

Hagemann: 
Romanian Managers have a high 
image of their self-motivation and 
self-responsibility, which the Ger-
mans do not share at all. 

Romanians strive to im-
prove on these parameters. 
For self-initiative, they feel 
to be very close with Aus-
trians; for self-motivation 
they believe the gap to be 
still wider. 
Romanians may compare 
their performance on the 
advancement they have 
made; Austrians bench-
mark it with Austrian stan-
dards. 

Both nationalities agree that 
a cultural distance exists. 
Romanians estimate it to be 
small, Austrians think it is 
´significant´. 

Austrians judge Romanians’ 
self-motivation much better 
then did the Germans, in 
Hagemann’s research. 

The difference in 
each other’s image 
raises potential risk 
for inter-cultural 
conflicts. 

Remember, that sense of self-responsibility 
and sense-of-duty with Romanians is 
strongly motivated by  
* self-interests 
* self-identification with the objective  
   of a task or job 
* emotions and/or  
* directed to selected persons.  
   (One feels obliged to a friend, not to  
     an abstract agreement.) 

Give Romanian managers 
* clearly defined tasks 
* sound, personal relationship 
* continuous, positive feedback  
* a system of tight monitoring and guid-
ance. 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Attitude towards 
personal per-
formance 

Eagerness to per-
form well is (al-
ready) high and/or 
improving. 

 

Austrians claim to be ‘considerably’ 
more performance-driven, then Ro-
manians. – This assessment is in 
line with the one by Romanians.  

Romanians perceive a slight cultural 
difference in favour of Austrians  

Hagemann: 
Germans say, that Romanians are 
highly performance-driven.  
Progress has been made to narrow 
the cultural distance. 

Romanian: managers: No 
relevant cultural distance  

Among younger people, the 
cultural time lag has already 
closed completely. 

 

No relevant conflict-
potential from the 
Romanians´ point of 
view. 

Austrian managers 
see considerable 
potential for inter-
cultural conflicts. 

 

Inter-cultural conflicts can be minimize, if 
Austrians are motivating Romanian manag-
ers well and leading them towards expected 
performance levels; if they are realistic, at 
all. 

Romanians have improved their perform-
ance dramatically and continue to do so. 

Inter-cultural conflicts may arise, when 
Austrians (some day) would/will have to 
admit, that Romanians are performing 
stronger, then Austrians. 

Mistrust the 
different and 
unknown 

Approach innova-
tions and new 
things openly and 
with curiosity 

Tend to mistrust 
strangers. 

 

Each nationalities see the other as 
more suspicious and less reform-
minded.  

Hagemann: 
Mistrust results from the fear to 
loose the job. 

Generally, Romanians see 
small cultural distance. 

For ‘attitudes toward inno-
vation and new develop-
ments’ it is ‘small’. 

 

Intercultural con-
flicts can appear, if 
Austrian and Roma-
nian managers mis-
trust each other. 

 

It is important to have a sound personal 
relationship with Romanians. 

Show an open approach, free of prejudg-
ment and be patient. 

Mistrust relates to fear of job-loss. 
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 Expected  
Cultural  

Characteristic 

Empirical Result from  
Austrians vs. Romanians  

and from Hagemann 

Tendency and  
status of ‘Cultural Dis-

tance’ (CD) 

Conflict-Potential Austrians’ need for inter-cultural  
competence and suggestion for suitable 

measures to prevent conflicts. 

Individualistic 
tendency# 

Personal benefits 
have priority vs 
the common good. 

Romanians’ self-image on team-
work abilities is better then the Aus-
trian’s about Romanians and better 
then the ‘Expected Value’. 

The cultural difference– as 
seen by Austrians – indi-
cates ´considerable´ to 
´significant´ cultural differ-
ence.  

To Romanians, this distance 
is irrelevant.. 

Risk for inter-
cultural conflicts, 
which increases with 
age of the Romanian 
Managers 

Romanians highly value the Austrians´ 
team-spirit and team-building competence.  

Austrians however ‘have a problem’ with 
Romanians. This ´problem´ is increasing 
with the age of the people Austrians are 
working with. 
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What the data from both nationalities has in common is, that the cultural differ-

ence is smaller, then was expected from previous studies and prior to this re-

search. 

This is not to say, that they can be neglected. – No, there are indeed important fac-

tors to consider!  

The hierarchical aspect, the authoritarian leadership-style are certainly the most 

important ones, which has to be dealt with. In several cases, Romanian managers 

see less potential for inter-cultural conflicts, then do Austrians:  

 

 Conflict-Potential 

Hierarchical Aspect, 
Leadership Style and Atti-
tude to Norms 

Austrians see a ´considerable´ to ´significant´ risk  
Romanians see no to small potential for inter-cultural conflicts. 

Need for sense of  
security 

Exist strong indicator for a considerable potential for conflicts. 

Time awareness Keeping appointments: no risk for cultural conflicts 
Decision-making: ‘considerable’ risk for cultural conflicts. 

Passivity, self-motivation 
and self-responsibility 

The difference in each other’s image raises potential risk for 
inter-cultural conflicts. 

Attitude towards personal 
performance 

No relevant conflict-potential from the Romanians´ point of 
view. 
Austrian managers see considerable potential for inter-cultural 
conflicts. 

Mistrust the different and 
unknown 

Intercultural conflicts can appear, if Austrian and Romanian 
managers mistrust each other. 

Individualistic tendency# Risk for inter-cultural conflicts, which increases with age of the 
Romanian Managers 

 

The ‘good news’ from the empirical results was to learn, that no respondents es-

timated the cultural distance as high or very high. By far the most results indicate 

no, small or a considerable distance cultural distance. – With this goes an equally 

low risk of severe inter cultural conflicts. 
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This insight is a very important one, as it compares interestingly 

1.) with the hypothetically formulated cultural characteristics in Chapter 4.4 

(which were based on the historical determinations, especially from communist 

times) and  

2.) with the results from the earlier study by Hagemann. 

As in the study by Hagemann, the empirical results shown here, give just a snap-

shot of the status quo. We see how cultural characteristics have changed and con-

clude from there how they are likely to change and develop further. 

The clear message is: the cultural distance for the various characteristics is nar-

rowing. The cultural time-lags for the various dimensions are becoming smaller.  

The trend that Hagemann has identified is progressing! Romanian managers have 

shown a high will and ability to learn and adapt their behavior patterns to the new 

social and economical environment of free-market economy with in a democratic 

society and within the EU-framework. 

As was said in the introductory part of this Thesis, people live with a set of be-

lieves, expectations, ….240 One tends to measure a person’s behavior against the 

own expectations and beliefs.   

We must not go as far as Aviel suggests. He wrote: “It would be much easier to 

adapt to a foreign culture if one could ´deprogram´ oneself so one has no expecta-

tions… .”241  But I would agree, that the impact of prejudgment (from the Aus-

trian’s side) is a strong obstacle for a smooth cooperation, of Austrians should 

constantly re-evaluate their judgment and view of Romanian’s behavior. The 

same is of course true vice versa. 

Empirical data as well as my personal impressions from the interviews I con-

ducted show a high involvement and strong interest by managers from both na-

tionalities to learn about and from each other’s culture. I did not observe any eth-

nocentrism ( i.e. the feeling of cultural superiority) in the conversations I had. 

                                                 
240 Vgl. Chapter 2. 
241 Aviel (1990), p.17. 
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From the time since the collapse of communism with the authoritarian regime to 

EU-membership few months ahead from now, Romania has gone through a rough 

process of transition. This is widely understood and well known; just as much as it 

is well known, that this process is not yet completed. 

Lot has been written in this Thesis about Romanian’s ability to adapt. That tends 

to have the ‘taste’ of a ‘teacher-student’-relationship. The ‘Westerners’ come to 

the ‘wild east’ to bring what is ‘good and right’ for Romanians. It is easy to point 

fingers at others, and often less comforting to be looking one’s own deficits. 

Not just the Reform-Countries are going through a process of transition. The EU, 

too, and with it Austria, are going through such process, which is triggered by 

globalization. In ‘old Europe’242, the insight for the need of reforms is not so 

widely accepted and the consequences are welcomed even less. 

Over the years, managers from the West come representing the ‘rich investors’ 

got used to seeing themselves as (natural) ‘bosses’ over a (f.e.) Romanian staff. – 

This role will change within just a few years! This change will bring new areas of 

potential conflicts, as Westerners will be challenged to adapt to what the new EU-

member states will bring intro and contribute to the EU. 

Whoever (be it in ‘old’ or in ‘new’ European countries) is not willing to re-

evaluate his/her position, routines and to learn and adapt will be over-ruled with 

time. This is a lesson, Romanians have truly learned and it is a lesson, many peo-

ple in ‘old Europe’ must still comprehend. There is lots to learn from the ex-

communistic Reform countries of Central- and South-Eastern Europe. Who may 

see him-/herself as ‘teacher’ now, may quickly become a ‘student’ him-/herself. 

With this study I hope to have given an opportunity to self-critical readers of a 

wider audience to critically reflect on their self-image, their expectations and to 

‘update’ the image they have of Romanians. 

 

                                                 
242 this is the EU-15. 
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Appendix 1: Interview-Guide for Interviews with 
AUSTRIAN MANAGERS about their experience with 
Romanian Managers 

 

Name / Position   ________________________________________ 

Company   ________________________________________ 

Tel    ________________________________________ 

Email    ________________________________________ 

Description of experience  
in/with Romanians:  ________________________________________ 

Age-group of the 
people usually dealt with: o <35  o 36-50 o >50 

 

1. Leadership 

a.) Please think of a typical situation, where you were able to observe the leader-
ship-style of a Romanian Manager. - How would you describe this leadership-
style? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

b.) Which are the typical differences in leadership, between Romanians and Austri-
ans? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

c.) Which aspects in the leadership of his subordinates are  
positively supporting the leadership by typical “Romanian Manager”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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d.) Which aspects in the leadership of his subordinates are  
negatively supporting the leadership by typical “Romanian Manager”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Decision making and Intercultural Surprises 

• Do you know situations and/or aspects of decision-making by Romanian Man-
agers, which you would have expected or assumed, which however have been 
unknown to them? -- (f.e. being/delivering in-time, reliability, how meeting is 
held, leadership-style, …) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

• …Have any of them been strange, new, unknown to Romanian Managers, f.e. 
because they have not previously been confronted with them? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

3. Close Questions: Leadership-Style 

• Please describe your personal leadership-style by answering the following 
questions? 

 SELBSTBILD: 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

3S1 “I take decisions, without consulting with my 
staff/team.” 

     

3S2 “I  first consult with my staff/team and only 
then take decisions.” 

     

3S3 “I take decisions jointly with my staff/team.”      

3S4 “I delegate routine-decisions to my 
staff/team” 

     

3S5 “I delegate major/important decisions to my 
staff/team” 

     

3S6 “My leadership-style depends on the expec-
tation of my staff/team.” 

     

3S7 I usually work well in teams      

3S8 I usually need a strong leader, to work well?       
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• When comparing your personal leadership-style with the one of Romanian Man-
agers: 
which aspects does this show, compared to your personal-one? 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

3F1 “They  take decisions, without consulting 
with their staff/team.” 

     

3F2 “They first consult with their staff/team and 
only then take decisions.” 

     

3F3 “They take decisions jointly with their 
staff/team.” 

     

3F4 “They delegate routine-decisions to their 
staff/team” 

     

3F5 “They delegate major/important decisions to 
their staff/team” 

     

3F6 “Their leadership-style depends on the ex-
pectation of your/their staff/team.” 

     

3F7 They usually work well in teams      

3F8 They usually need a strong leader, to work 
well? 

     

 

• What are the reasons for the differences between the leadership-style of an Aus-
trian vs Romanian Manager? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Close Questions: Organizational Behaviour 

 SELBSTBILD 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

4S1 “I like to take responsibility for my deci-
sions”. 

     

4S 2 “I show self-initiative / self esteem”      

4S 3 “I have the desire to “protect my ass”.      
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4S 4 “I keep appointments and come in time”      

4S 5 “I take decisions quickly”.      

4S 6 “I am innovative / creative in problem-
solving”. 

     

4S 7 “I like clear instructions and guidelines, 
before decision-making” 

     

4S 8 “Before deciding, I want to hear the boss’s 
opinion & expectation” 

     

4S 9 “When taking a decision, I have a big de-
sire for consensus.” 

     

4S 10 “Getting the job done is all that matters in 
work-relations” 

     

• What are the reasons for the differences between the behaviours of an Austrian 
vs. Romanian Manager? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

4F1 “They like to take responsibility for their 
decisions”. 

     

4F 2 “They show self-initiative / self esteem”      

4F 3 “They have the desire to “protect their 
ass”. 

     

4F 4 “They keep appointments and come in 
time” 

     

4F 5 “They take decisions quickly”.      

4F 6 “They are innovative / creative in prob-
lem-solving”. 

     

4F 7 “They like clear instructions and guide-
lines, before decision-making” 

     

4F 8 “Before deciding, they want to hear the 
boss´s opinion & expectation” 

     

4F 9 “When taking a decision, they have a big 
desire for consensus.” 

     

4F10 “Getting the job done is all that matters in 
work-relations” 
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• When comparing your organizational-behaviour with the one of a Romanian 
Managers: which aspects does this show, compared to your personal-one? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Close Questions: Mistrust to the different and unknown 

• Please describe yourself for the following questions 

 SELBSTBILD: 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

5S1 “When I meet a person for the first time, I 
tend to be careful and suspicious. ” 

     

5S2 “When I meet a person for the first time, I will 
not give him/her all my trust” 

     

5S3 “I think, I am open and curious towards in-
novation and new developments.” 

     

5S4 “I do not like, if things change in life to much 
or too quickly.” 

     

 

• Please describe your personal experience with Romanian Managers for the 
following questions 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

5F1 “When they meet a person for the first time, 
they tend to be careful and suspicious. ” 

     

5F2 “When they meet a person for the first time, 
they will not give him/her all their trust” 

     

5F3 “I think, they are open and curious towards 
innovation and new developments.” 

     

5F4 “They do not like, if things change in life to 
much or too quickly.” 
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6. Personal Success-Story 

a.) What is your personal secret-of-success to improve the cooperation with Roma-
nian Managers?  

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

b.) Which concrete steps have you taken to improve the cooperation with Romanian 
Managers?  

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Conditions for Improved Efficiency 

a.) Which conditions must improve for increased efficiency in the cooperation be-
tween Austrian and Romanian Managers? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

b.) What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Romanian Man-
agers? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

c.) What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Austrian Man-
agers? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Specific questions on cross-cultural issues 

1. Do you think that Austria and Romania are countries belonging to the same or to 
different regions in terms of business culture? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.a.)  What are the biggest differences between Western and your business culture? 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.b) Consequences + Anecdotes / “Fettnäpfchen”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Do people usually say clearly and plainly what they think, without understate-
ment or over-politeness?  
q  Often  q sometimes q rarely;  Reasons why? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.a. How much % do personal contacts contribute to successful business in Ro-
mania? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.b. Is it essential to develop good personal contacts before starting to do busi-
ness? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.c. Why is this so?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.d. Sociological / Historical background? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.a. In Romania: Which are the 3 most important success-factors in an individual’s 
business career or for success of your company? 
o wealthy family o personal contacts o good education o hard work 
o luck  o ambition  o success/results o personal-
ity/charisma. 
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Others: 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.b. In Romania: Which are the 3 least important factors in an individual’s business 
career or for success of your company? 
o wealthy family o personal contacts o good education o foreign lan-
guages o hard work 
o luck  o ambition  o success/results o personal-
ity/charisma. 

Others: 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Is it a serious disadvantage to be any of these in Romania? 

o female  o male  o foreigner  o national minority 
o linguistic minority  o immigrant  o disabled 

 

7. Some people are usually just “out for doing a quick deal”; others are working to 
create an on-going relationship. How many % of people in Romania usually look 
for “a quick deal” and how many for “on-going-relationship”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Reason why, historical/sociological background. – Examples + anecdotes? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Interview-Guide for Interviews with ROMANIAN 
MANAGERS about their experience with Austrian 
Managers 

Name / Position   ________________________________________ 

Company   ________________________________________ 

Tel    ________________________________________ 

Email    ________________________________________ 

Description of experience  
in/with Austrians:  ________________________________________ 

Age-group of the 
people usually dealt with: o <35  o 36-50 o >50 

 

1. Leadership 

a.) Please think of a typical situation, where you were able to observe the leader-
ship-style of a Romanian Manager. - How would you describe this leadership-
style? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

b.) Which are the typical differences in leadership, between Romanians and Austri-
ans? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

c.) Which aspects in the leadership of his subordinates are  
positively supporting the leadership by typical “Romanian Manager”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

d.) Which aspects in the leadership of his subordinates are  
negatively supporting the leadership by typical “Romanian Manager”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Decision making and Intercultural Surprises 

• Do you know situations and/or aspects of decision-making by Austrian Manag-
ers, which you would have expected or assumed, which however have been un-
known to them? -- (f.e. being/delivering in-time, reliability, how meeting is held, 
leadership-style, …) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

• …Have any of them been strange, new, unknown to Austrian Managers, f.e. be-
cause they have not previously been confronted with them? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Close Questions: Leadership-Style 

• Please describe your personal leadership-style by answering the following 
questions? 

 SELBSTBILD: 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

3S1 “I take decisions, without consulting with my 
staff/team.” 

     

3S2 “I  first consult with my staff/team and only 
then take decisions.” 

     

3S3 “I take decisions jointly with my staff/team.”      

3S4 “I delegate routine-decisions to my 
staff/team” 

     

3S5 “I delegate major/important decisions to my 
staff/team” 

     

3S6 “My leadership-style depends on the expec-
tation of my staff/team.” 

     

3S7 I usually work well in teams      

3S8 I usually need a strong leader, to work well?       
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• When comparing your personal leadership-style with the one of an Austrian 
Managers: which aspect  does this show, compared to your personal-one? 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

3F1 “They  take decisions, without consulting 
with their staff/team.” 

     

3F2 “They first consult with their staff/team and 
only then take decisions.” 

     

3F3 “They take decisions jointly with their 
staff/team.” 

     

3F4 “They delegate routine-decisions to their 
staff/team” 

     

3F5 “They delegate major/important decisions to 
their staff/team” 

     

3F6 “Their leadership-style depends on the ex-
pectation of your/their staff/team.” 

     

3F7 They usually work well in teams      

3F8 They usually need a strong leader, to work 
well? 

     

 

• What are the reasons for the differences between the leadership-style of an Aus-
trian vs Romanian Manager? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Close Questions: Organizational Behaviour 

 SELBSTBILD 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

4S1 “I like to take responsibility for my deci-
sions”. 

     

4S 2 “I show self-initiative / self esteem      

4S 3 “I have the desire to “protect my ass”.      

4S 4 “I keep appointments and come in time”      

4S 5 “I take decisions quickly”.      

4S 6 “I am innovative / creative in problem-
solving”. 
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4S 7 “I like clear instructions and guidelines, 
before decision-making” 

     

4S 8 “Before deciding, I want to hear the boss´s 
opinion & expectation  

     

4S 9 “When taking a decision, I have a big de-
sire for consensus. 

     

4S 10 “Getting the job done is all that matters in 
work-relations” 

     

• What are the reasons for the differences between the behaviours of an Austrian 
vs. Romanian Manager? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

4F1 “They like to take responsibility for their 
decisions”. 

     

4F 2 “They show self-initiative / self esteem      

4F 3 “They have the desire to “protect their 
ass”. 

     

4F 4 “They keep appointments and come in 
time” 

     

4F 5 “They take decisions quickly”.      

4F 6 “They are innovative / creative in prob-
lem-solving”. 

     

4F 7 “They like clear instructions and guide-
lines, before decision-making” 

     

4F 8 “Before deciding, they want to hear the 
boss´s opinion & expectation  

     

4F 9 “When taking a decision, they have a big 
desire for consensus. 

     

4F10 “Getting the job done is all that matters in 
work-relations” 

     

 

• When comparing your organizational-behaviour with the one of an Austrian Man-
ager: 
which aspects does this show, compared to your personal-one? 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Close Questions: Mistrust to the different and unknown 

• Please describe yourself for the following questions 

 SELBSTBILD: 
Note: to use “X” for your view on 
yourself 

Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

5S1 “When I meet a person for the first time, I 
tend to be careful and suspicious. ” 

     

5S2 “When I meet a person for the first time, I will 
not give him/her all my trust” 

     

5S3 “I think, I am open and curious towards in-
novation and new developments.” 

     

5S4 “I do not like, if things change in life to much 
or too quickly.” 

     

 

• Please describe your personal experience with Austrian Managers for the fol-
lowing questions 

 FREMDBILD Is very  
true 

Not true  
at all 

Nr. Claim / Question 1 2 3 4 5 

5F1 “When they meet a person for the first time, 
they tend to be careful and suspicious. ” 

     

5F2 “When they meet a person for the first time, 
they will not give him/her all their trust” 

     

5F3 “I think, they are open and curious towards 
innovation and new developments.” 

     

5F4 “They do not like, if things change in life to 
much or too quickly.” 

     

 

6. Personal Success-Story 

a.) What is your personal secret-of-success to improve the cooperation with Aus-
trian Managers?  

___________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

b.) Which concrete steps have you taken to improve the cooperation with Austrian 
Managers?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Conditions for Improved Efficiency 

a.) Which conditions must improve for increased efficiency in the cooperation be-
tween Austrian and Romanian Managers? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

b.) What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Romanian Man-
agers? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

c.) What would you wish for in the leadership- and working-style of Austrian Man-
agers? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Specific questions on cross-cultural issues 

1. Do you think that Austria and Romania are countries belonging to the same or to 
different regions in terms of business culture? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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2.a.) What are the biggest differences between Western and your business culture? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.b) Consequences + Anecdotes / “Fettnäpfchen”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

3.) Do people usually say clearly and plainly what they think, without understate-
ment or over-politeness?  
q  Often  q sometimes q rarely;  Reasons why? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.a. How much % do personal contacts contribute to successful business in Ro-
mania? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

4.b. Is it essential to develop good personal contacts before starting to do busi-
ness? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.c. Why is this so?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.d. Sociological / Historical background? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.a. In Romania: Which are the 3 most important success-factors in an individual´s 
business career or for success of your company? 
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o wealthy family o personal contacts o good education o hard work 
o foreign languages   o luck   o ambitiono 
success/results o personality/charisma. 

Others: 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.b. In Romania: Which are the 3 least important factors in an individual´s business 
career or for success of your company? 
o wealthy family o personal contacts o good education o hard work 
o luck  o ambition  o success/results o personal-
ity/charisma. 

Others: 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.    Is it a serious disadvantage to be any of these in Romania? 

o female  o male   o foreigner  o na-
tion.minority 
o linguistic minority   o immigrant  o disabled 

 

7. Some people are usually just “out for doing a quick deal”; others are working to 
create an on-going relationship.  -   How many % of people in Romania usually look 
for “a quick deal” and how many for “on-going-relationship”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Reason why, historical/sociological background. – Examples + anecdotes? 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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